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Last Chance to Register===-Tomorrow 6 a. m. to 9 p. m.
PARENTS' DAY IS HON. L. D. HUSBANDS IS JUST
TO BE OBSERVED LINGERING BETWEEN LIFE AND
IN CITY SCHOOLS DEATH----CONStITUTION GONE
Supt. Carnage,' Desires That
Patrons Get Better Acquaint-
ed With Teachers and the
School and They NN ill be In-
vited to Visit.
31.11 SEE WORK IN PIROGREse
"l'arent day" is the latest feature
to be inaugurated in the Paducah
school,. and Friday afternoon. Octo-
ber 25, will probably be the date se:
for a meeting of parents and teach-
ers. It is the idea of Supt. John A.
Carnagey. He believes that teachers,
pupils and parents ehould become
better acquainted.
When parents are acquainted with
the teachers of their children, and
know what kind of work is being
done. and what mean, are being em-
plo,,ed to do it. they are more likely
to take interest and assistghe teacher'
On parents' day Superintendent Car-
nagey desires for all mothers and
fathers to go to the rooms where
their children are being taught.
Regular work will be exhibited, but
the greater part of the afternoon wi:1
ire spent by teachers and parents in
becoming better acquainted.
High School Talks.
Literary societies In the high
sehool .will be organized this week.
The work in the school is now
straightened out and features can be
arranged without Interfering with the
regular work
Principal Sugg will inaugurate a
feature of lectures which he believes
will prove extremely Popular. He
desires to have some man who ha.
\ been successful In his line to deliver
en address on his particular work.
For instance he would like to have
Superintendent W. J. Hills. of the
Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis
railroad, to talk about railroading,
the best way to get into it, the possi-
bilities for boys and other important
points. -.Be would like to have a suc-
cessful attorney discuss the possibili-
ties of a legal carer for boy.s, and
mechanical engiuer to talk on that
subject. He desires meets to know
as much as possible about different
vocations, that they be better fitted
to adopt a trade or profession when
graduated from school.
This morning equipment for bas-
ket ball arrived and teams will be
organized at once.
This morning Superintendent John
A. Carnagey talked briefly to the high
sehool. His talk an greatly enjoyed.
4 It Never Falk.
Evansville, Ind.. Oct. 'IL—Mistak-
ing laudanum for soothing syrup.
Mrs. Mahlon Yeckling, of this city.
tula,. gave her 7-year-old babe the
poisonous drug to stop its crying. The
babe Is dead.
ranched the Separation.
Dennison, 0., Oct. 11.—George J.
Hendershot, aged 30 years. commit-
ted suicide today by shooting himself
with a ehotgun. The deed was corm
enniitted on the corner of Lake and
Wleirst streets, and witnessed by Rev-
ere! persons. Hencre-rehot had been
separated front his wife.
T. J. SANDERSON HELD
ON ASS.eULT ctitimE.
'N
T. J. Sanderson, of near Lowee
(irons roads, was held to the grand
jury Saturday afternoon on the
charge of criminally assaulting Mrs.
Ellen Reeves, his father's house-
keeper. He was tried by Magistrate
F. F. Gholson.
RED Ile:\ ELABORATELY.
ENTERTAINED AT C.41110.
Over 100 Paducah, Metropolis and
Brookport Red Med went to Cairo
Saturday night and took part in the
Installation of a ledge of 80 members
The work wah done by degree teams
from each of the three cities, and fol-
lowing the initiative work an elabo-
rate banquet was spread.
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS.
Initiate Three New Members Into
Order Saturday Night.
Thee new members were initiated
into the order of the United CO111-
1111 I Clal Travelers of America Satur-
ate- night; at the Palmer house. The
matter of .giving * big banquet - Sat-
millet- Mete at the Palmeir home. was
Grain Market.
Cincinnati, O., Oct. 14.— Wheat
1.1,0%; corn, 70: oats, 56%.
YEGGS BLOW SAFE
IN FOWLKES STORE
NEAR DYERSBURG
Dyersburg, Tenn., Oct. I 1.—Buv-
glare entered the store of T. J. Fitz-
hugh, at Fowlkes, a Mallon on the
Illinois Central, five mees south of
here, some time during the night and
blowing the safe with nitro-glycerin
and dynamite. secured Pat In postage
stamps. $15 in cash and a quantity of
valnabh notes. The notes were
thrown away on the peril- highway
and Mr Fitzhugh found most of them
this moraine. The postotilee is in his
store. and the stamps belonged to the
government.
G. W. Simpson and his puck of
bloodhounds were sent for and the
dogs put on the trail. They ran down
two negroes in the Samaria neighbor-
hood. ,and they were arrested. They
confessed to having been in the neigh-
borhood of the store the night before
but said they were returning from
church and knew nothing about the
robber) °Meets brought them here
and they are nos in jail.
MISS MALONEY.
New York. Ocr 14.—William J
Flanigan, Martin Malohey's attorney.
announted positively today that Sam-
uel Clarkson and Helen elaioney have
not been married. Mesa Maloney's
family is making every effort to find
the girl and induce her to leave the
Englishman. Flanigan makes it clear
that Meloney dbes not know his
daughtt ge whereabouts.
NO IMPROVEMENT.
Pittshurg, Pa.. Oct. 14 —Financial
circles here are discussing the import-
ant statement of President McCrea,
of the Pennsylvania railroad, that
there Is no program for the contemp-
lated improvement of the Pennsylva-
nia lines. McC FP& tliitti : "For tiotne
reason investors feel such a lack of
confidence In the situation, they ap-
pear unwilling to seemly the capital
for developing railroads and other in-
dustries."
ENGINES EXPLODE.
The explosion of gasoline engines
propelling Everett Fergueon's motor
boat. in front of the Paducah wharf-
boat yesterday afternoon about 2
'clock, created much excitement.
and it was all that Ferguson could do
to keep boy., front jumpieg from the
craft into the Ohio river. He bad
thrown his engine on the reverse too
suddenly to prevent runnidg down a
skiff, and his engine will have to be
practically rebuilt.
In Ferguson's boat were ('anl
'Bondman, Walter Winfree. Cbaries
Thompson and several ether boys.
They were making about 6 miles an
hour when a skiff darted across their
path. The steersman was unable to
throw the boat around, anti Fergueon,
geeing that a collision seemed inevit-
able, quickly jamnted his lever on the
reverse. The change was too much
for the engines, and they exploded.
one cylinder head brine shattered
and the engine rendered uselss. The
launch was towed ashore by another
launch. curred in various parts of the city.
One of McCracken County's
Oldest and Best Know n Cit-
izens Who Has Been Honor-
ed by His Fellow Citizens,
Lies at the Point of Death
CAREER OE EMINENT JURIST
lion. L. D. Husbands, 84 years o.d,
oni of the oldest and most noted
jurists in the state, lies at the point p p/G six
of death, and physicians say he can
live but a short time. This morning
at 9 o'clock it was reported that he
had died, his pulse having disap-
peared entirely. Phyeicians were stint
ntoned and a minute examination
showed that life was no; extinct, and
stimulants survived him: but his
pulse is weak and is kept up only by
the stimulants.
Lorenzo Do* Husbands, lawyer,
was born December 18. 1te23, in Chris
tian county. Ky.. where the family
eett:ed in 1805. When two years old
his parents removed to Crittenden
county, where his father followed
farming, and where L. D. Husbands
received his early education. In 1847
he !studied law with his brother. J.
T. iluebands, at Paducah, and in
1e49 he was admitted to practice,
which he began as a partner to Judge
Morrow. In 1855 he was elected to
the •office of commonwealth's attor-
ney, which he filled with ability for
one year. In 181;9 he representeo
McCracken county In the state legis-
lature for one term.
Col. Hushande was never a politi-
cian in the accepted sense of the tern.
but he wielded a potent influence in
Public matters. He was always •
Democrat. He is a man of splendid
appearance, tall and straight and im-
presses every one as a man possessed
of More than ordinary talent. Judge
Husbands was a lawyer of great abil-
ity and easily takes rank as one of the
greatest of his times in the state.
He is a gentleman of the old school.
of great integrity, true to his clients,
and friends and urbane to all. Among
his associates of the profession he
is acknowledged to be one of the
foremost and talented lawyers in
Kentuckf. He possesses a logical
mind and in the practice of his pro-
fession always treated his opponents
with due respect seeking to convince
by sound argnment. rather than by
witticisms or sharp practice. As a
chanery lawyer he, perhaps, has no
equal in the commonwealth. Col.
Husbands was deservedly successful
in his profession. Commencing as a
floor boy, by marked ability he ac-
quired a handsome fortune, and is
now perhaps One of the largest land
owners in the county. He was al-
ways charitable and consequently
Is greatly respected and loved. He
was married in 1851 to Miss Hannah
Singleton, and In 1859 contracted his
second marriage, this time to Mrs.
Bullock, a daughter of —. W. Cook,
of Caldweel county.
_Judge Husbands served reiveral
terms as a eiTnneilman and was city
attorney for three terms. He was
elected in 1897 circuit judge and
served the full term of six years.
Judge Husbands was chief justice
in a special court of appeals appoint •
ed to try the Buford murder case 30
years ago and rendered the opinion.
So complete was- the opinion that it
was published in pamphlet form and
distributed over the state. Buford
was a justice in the appellate court.
when charged with murder, and this
disqualified the regular court of ap-
peals tem sitting.
Soldier Returns.
Beide  Erankliu Davie, 69
years old, a federal reedier elm
engaged hi battle here in I541-1,
Is visiting in Paducah, his firsts
trip since the war. He nuts sur-
prised to see the etputlerful
growth of Paducah. He is the
guest of his eon, %Ir. L. It. Davis,
of 1117 South Fourth street, and
vein remain here several week..
Mr. Davie cane, Ilere frO111 Kan-
ease City. lie litte lived in the
west since the ear. Ile tilts in
camp about where the Riglesber.
ger satins stand 111111 poillIed
the place yesterday %%11111 going
over the city. He remembers but
few localities, the city having
changed .so greatly. Teem,-
t lege years ago be pa aseel
thrtpugh the city, but 1141 not g. 'I
tiff the car. During his tight hurt'
he was V{ I /11.11111111, awl occasion-
ally hie wound give. hint it little
I rouble.
Strikers in Turin.
Turin, Italy, Oct. 14.—Turin is the
center of rhe Italian strike disturb-
ances today. Fierce rioting has oc-
Captain Cole Is Upheld.
The charges against Captain Mark
Cole. of the steamer Dick Fowler. for
itifrectIon of river rules while on the
trip down the Miseiselppl to the
waterways convention probably will
he heard at Cairo. which Is accept-
able to the parties concerned. as it
will obviate the necessity of a- trip to
Memphis end consequent loss of
them! "The charges, 'recording to a
Washingtoa special inethe St. Louis
'Me Farrier
I ctioadod 'the eght leitisr, steamer
and the Mississippi, which car-
ried the president and his party. The)
:are denied" by Captain Cole and ni:
l thoee aboard the Fowler: who nay
that the boat was not near the Lilly
l or the Mississippi, except on two oc-
casions and then nnavoidablee Cap-
tain Cole will letve the support of the etoon for 11/1 !gilt months' term. Chief
entire delegatien of Cairo buivineasiJustice Funk:. and eight associate,
mem well several eiengreeettwee TeimIgarbed in tilt ir robes, suited at, tete
_ eee_e_wepre aboard the lerwier and it Is hotr4.. met left Th
• ei itte'l.-11Vriverertit a tisal treed suitiott;sa and called
the rho r met. •1It a day's work.
CEEB
TO MILLIONAIRE
FROM PITTSBURG
New York. Ore 1 1.—Central park
crowds were amazed yesterday to see
Marie Louise Gribbin, an actress.
driving through Central park in an
automobile with a fat pig as her!
companion. Miss Gribbin Ives for
some time a favorite of a Pittsburg
millionaire, and they quarreled. The
actress said a "pig Is better company
than a millionaire, particularly If the
millionaire happens to Porn,. from
Pittsburg."
J. L. EDWARDS
WAS KILLED IN
TOPEKA YARDS
News of the sudden death of J. L
Edwards, a railroad man. at Topeka.
Kas.. reached the itv this cloture;
in a telegram to hie sister, Mrs. Ed-
ward Rawls. of Fifth and Kentucky
avenue. The body will be taken to
hi st home in Princeton for burial.
Mrs. Rawls. who is manager of Ell
Guthrie's dreesmaking department,
has teceived no details regarding the
cause of her brother's death. It Is
presumed that he was killed while
working in the railroad yards. He
was born and reared in Princeton,
but had ben west for many years. He
leaves the foliowing sisters and
brothers: Mrs Edward Rawls, Miele
leintont Edwards and Mrs. H. E. Fine
St. Louis: John Edwards. Texas, mid
Me E. Edwards. Louisville.
EMPEROR JOSEPH BETTER.
Vienea. tier I - Emperor Francis
Joseph's gent rid condition is reported
somewhat improved today. He had
a restless night, but his fever has de-
creased. It Is absolutely denied that
symptoms of pneumonia have devel-
oped. The. real danger lies in weak-
ness due to old age.
MRS. MARY ENGLISH.
• —
Mrs. Mary Eire:lab. 70 years old,
died Sateiday at 1,e:3 Cley street of
heart trouble, eht• was born In Mar-
shall county, but had been living in
Paducah 2it yegs. She leaves the
following children: Gus English,
Mrs. Edna Lot: n and Mrs, Cora
Cheek. The funeral was held Sunday
afternoon at I o'ciock. The burial
was in Oak Grove cemetery.
Testimony Atednet
. Decatur. Ili., Oct. 1 4.- Testimony
that Mrs. Per Megiles body when
found was weupped In a blanket in
such a manner as practically to make
It impoulble of accomplishment with-
cut outside aid was given againet
Fred Magill and his bride today by
Mrs. Elmira !menet'.
-------
SUPREME COURT CONVENES
Washington. oet. 14.— eller a vet-
iation Shoe' lest May the United
Stater tellOtellle i•ourt convened at
NATIONAL BOARD IN CON1ROL TOMORROW WILL BE
OF TELEGRAPHERS' MIKE-- W. 0. W. BIG DAY -
NO FUNDS FOR THE STRUGGLE AT FAIR GROUNDS
Demonstration in Front of Western Parade. Speeches. Races, )ancy'
•
Union Offices Broken up by
Police.
Chieago. Oct 14 .—After all ell
night vied, resulting front the crisis
in the ttlegraphers' strike, the n11.-
11.11:11 executive board returned to
headquarters today, apparently with
a full realization that masterly di-
plomacy is necessary to preveut
split In the ranks of the union. The
executive committee is now in su-
preme charge of the strike this niorn-
ing, and a message, deposing Small
from the presidency, posted.
eecretary Russell issued a state-
. nt immediately after his arrival at
headquarters, which virtually admit-
ted there Is no funds with which to
conduct the Telegraphers' strike.
1 The total remount does not exceed$16,000. a portion of which belongs
to the insurance ((Ind. Diktats of
lthe telegraph companies decline to
Icomment on the situation.
The executive committee of the
striking telegraphers.today called a
I L ,t111 ,)[ At' i..c1
!ganization at Milwaukee. October 23
;to consider aays and Illeanti to make
the strike throe. effective. and investi-
gate t }lieges ageing President Small,
and if net...sear% to ...lett his suceme
eor. Eatr,iht. lietel eel be represented
I,) one 
di g
Police Interfere.
New York, oat. 14. -A police
charge and ter, arrests broke up a
demonstration of striking telegraph-
ers in front of the \Vestern Union
buntline this merning. Union nien
euitilne herIcr s with the word
"stick " risen:bled in front of the
buildinein eeler to stem their
atrength and determinagon to hold
out tic iinmenee-rowd soon blocked
Broadeav for many blocks. Pollee
re eery, a vvere mummonee and the
crowd dislereed. Two men were ar-
rested, charged with dieerderly con-
duct
In The Paducah Churches.
Children's day exercises were held
yesterday morning at 11 o'clock at
the Third Street Methodist church. It
consisted of short addresses, music
and reeitationte and Waft enjoyed by
a large congregation. In the even-
ing the Rev. Peter Fields, the pastor
preached.
There was a general exchange of
pulpits of Methodist churches yestee-
dite• In the morning the Rev. G. W
Banks spoke In behalf of home mis
sions at the Broadway church, while
the Rev. A. N. Sears, of Tyler, filled
the Trimble street church pulpit. Dr
Banks resumed his own pulpit at
night and a musical service was raven
at night in the Broadway church.
The Rev. G. W. Banks. of the
Trimble. street Methodist church,
filled the pulpit of the Broadway
Methodist church yesterday morning
in the absence.of the pastor, the Rev.
W. T. Bolling. Dr. Banks preached
in the interest of the Wtensu's Hone,
Mission society, whose "week of
prayer" had just eloseJ. From the
text, "She bath done what she
eoulde" he made a fine plea for wo-
man's work and paid eloquent tribute
to what she had accomplished already•
in both the keine and foreign mis-
sion fields. Dr. Banks contrasted very
powerfully the position and condition
of woman today in Palestine and ad-
jacent countries. as seen Trl his travels
there, with woman in tbe christian
lands. He closed with a strong plea
for the school at London. Ky.. that is
doing such splendid work among the
niountain people under the auspices
of the Woman's Home Mission so-
cieties. The-collection for the "week
of prayer" go towards the $10,000
fund. nettled to make additions- to
this school.
At night a song service was held
under the direction of Mrs. Samuel
FL Winstead, the. organist, assisted Icy
the follewinte musical talent: Mrs.
Lela- Wade Lewis. Mrs. George B.
Hart, Messrs. John U. Robinson, Rob-
THE WEATHER.
Fair itWtlight Alla probably 'I tamale);
tieing tentiwratnrc.
ert Scott, Emmett Bagby, Slavic, Mal.
and Robert Chastaine. Mr. C. B. Hat-
field presided at the devotionel ser-
vice.
Presbyterian.
"Who Hath He spited the Day of
Small Things'!" the words of Nehe-
miah, formed the text of Dr. W. E
Cave's morning sermon at the First
Prusbyt.s-riatu. in which he dwelt up-
,n the growth of habit, the necessity
d training children when they are
small; the necessity of appreciation
.4 the possibilities of small begin-
lenge in all things. Owing to inabil-
ity to heat the church, no S.A.%
were held at night
At the Kentucky As ..nuo h ur
the Rec. J. R. Henry preached in the
morning on the "Ninth Command-
ment " in the evening Prof. .1. A.
Carnagey spoke on Bible etutiv . te-
net ring an interesting teed instructive,
add' esa.
Rapt 1st,
The Rev. Mr. Farrar held three
eervices at the Second Baptist church
yeeieglay. speaking in the efterhoon
to men and boys-.
Tile Rev. J. R. Clark filled the me
'it at the First Baptist chureh aim it
ing and evening yesterday.
The Rev. Mr. Hurtenberger preach-
td morning and evening at the Ger-
man Lutheran church y.gerrilay to
interested congregations.
BOYS ENGAGE IN
FEUD BATTLE AND
and Social in Honor of So% -
erign commander and Bank-
er and Tennes-we's Head
Woodman
)1t.4 FRONI ELSIA% HERE
Th.• 01 iii,' SO%
mend, r et the Woodier, n ol the Wot iri
I. C . ;tree. or On!
r Sleet:ed. ta
Matiag• r Patterae
r. . t e Padurah ton
trey will be the most nue ;
the history of woodcrait in the
state of Kentucky. and a 'urge tee"
re visiting Woodmen is exeected to
in the city for the re
Th.• ;principal
Ha* the coming re
e re/leers will be held at tile
grounds. where an elat,or ce pro.
!including a log felling, speed:te-
a social event at night will be car; ;•
out. St v. rail rat f•Pi bet weeu local
horses will arso given in the tate.
noon. Th., 4. elc brielon will be proced-
ed by a parade of the. loci' and visit-
ing camps. The Meal camps, formin..
at Third and Elizabeth streets. Du!
Int:, the march down Third street they
will be joined by visiting camps -
Mtn le fit hitt rsectione.
Soveicign Commander Root
will deliver the principal addretu 5
will be introduced by Senator Wheeler
Cantple ii, County Attorney Alben,
itarkh y will introduce Sovereign
Banker ehepard and lion Rainey T
Wells. of Murray, all Introduce So%
.'reign Manager Patterson.
In the evening a dance and other-
social feetures will be given at WO
lace park.
Commander Root and party are
expected to arrive in Padueah tomor-
row morning at 1:15 o'clock and.
owing to the hour they will be met
only h> a reception committre, which
will escort them to the'Painter House,
where they will stop while in the
ell y.
Letters and telegrams received this
afternoon by District Manager J. W.
Helsley iedicate that a large crowd of
hoting woodmen will be here. The
t•anips of Murray, Fulton. Hazel. N.
isonvllie, Mayfield and other mm
.will scud large delega. e.
while a Long distance telephone tees-
sage was rece'ved from the clerk of
the cam!! at Bird's Point, Mo.. stating
that his camp would send a go3d4
1111111i/1'r.
Deees hand witl pei, in tee parmle
and at thieratreg:r• I
CANDLE MOTH CHOKED HIM
Owensboro. Oct. 11. --1Spr , -
J1_q041,1 Moore, let years of eee. cf
Whitesvillee was_ choked to death le-
a (midi., ninth flying into his throat_
and windpipe while he eke .
NEW HOTEL COMPANY,
iteeion, N. ee 1. I -u, . 1,1 t
ONE IS WOUNDED
if,,,,,t vol(10e11-1 U 5.
gatihRu.d liv loea cr1. for OW pi!
tee-e ofoiregret ee
Police are investigating a feud bat-
tle. which lee reported to have occur-
red Saturday afternoon . at Island
creek and the Illinois Central rail-
toad crossing, in which one boy is
said to have been shot. Women re-
hiding in Oiliman's additien witness-
ce a fusillade, but failed to identify
any of the partiripente.
eltre. Sterling Price, wife of the well
known Minnie Central eawyer. and
several neighbors were walking Sat-
urday afternoon about e:30 o'clock
hen they observed boy3 running
Prior to this they heard a great deal
f shooting in the neigebgrhood of
the railroad crossing. Tle. hots r-
r'eel air guns, flobert rifles and lemur
small pistols. They- tan into the
oods, end one limped. and blood 1W11:
F1 ell on his clothee. It is thought he
was shot lit the leg.
-
Consolidattel Eautienge Wage. liroke.
New Yolk, Oct I t leallute was
announced 1 ,*day ,,r cli t .,:ii.olidat.,(1
Exchange honee of Butler & John-
stone. Faitirre of. (..1 01, r. (I re
as the reuse. The (sump:tie is seid to
have been doing a tarter bietineire.
HENDERSON SITUATION.
humid'': cc. Ky., Oct. 11.--taleg
dale) ----The ateee siefetion is un-
changed. C.s are rentettg reetearle
with police guarding them. They
carry fee: passengers. Strikers swerve
eir warrams againet two policemen,
chareine ;thug!. Three arrests Wer,f
made for breach of peace.
_ .
COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
Master Commissienur Coca Reed
today mild the property of the Rex
Mailuntette leg company, in Merhau-
leaburg. to W. F. Pexton for $12.500,
The property la sold tinder execution
in the case of the Citizens' Savings
bank trustee ngainst the Rex Mann-
lecturing conipany. Property on
South Third street belonging to Ed le
Weolfola ens seld to W. le. Paxton
for $1.7:.'.
In elle case of V.
a
Sonth Xintb
ligni I,PonSII
.tr
HEALTH OF WOMEN
In this nineteenth century to keep
ee 0 eh tee mescal of progress every
po%scr of woman is strained to its
utmost, and the tee upon her physi-
cal system is far greater than ever.
In the good old-fashioned days of
our ff rand motile rs few drugs were
used in medicines. They relied upon
roots and herbs to cure weaknesses
and disease, and thenr knowledge of
roots and herbs was far greater
than that of women today.
It was in this study of roots and
herbs that Lyd1a E. Piukham, of
Lynn, Maas., discovered and gave
to the women of the world a remedy
more potent and efficacious than
MPS.C.E.FINK any combination of drugs.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
is an honest, tried and true remedy of unquestionable therapeutic value.
This medicine made from native roots and herbs contains no narcotics
or other harmful drugs and today holds the record for the largest number
of actual cures of female diseases of any medicine the world has ever
known, and thousaues of valentary testimonials are on file in the
laboratory at Lynn, Mass which testify to its wonderful value.
Mrs. L. E. Fink, of Carnegie, Pa., writes:—Dear Mrs. Pinkham:— "I
wish every suffering woman would take Lydia E. PinIcittam's Vegetable
Compound and write to you for advice. It has done me a world of good
and what it has accomplished for me I know it will do for others."
'hen women are troubled with Irregularities, Displacements, Ulcer-
ationaenfisrutnation, Backache, Nervous Prostratiou, they should re-
mew147 there is one tried end tree remedy,..Lydia,E. Matthew's Vege-
table Compeued.
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
Women suffering from auy form of female weakness are invited to
writs Mrs. Pink ham, at Lynn, Mass. Out of her ra.st volume of ex-
perience she probably has the very knowledge that will help your case.
 A
 vsameste1
NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS
The steamer Cypress, owned by the ,ment and moderate covering caused
Lackawanna Transportation company. a slight improvement, but the close
and on her second trip down the lakes was weak.
with a cargo of ore, was wrecked in
Lake Superior off Deer Park, thirty
miles from Grand Marais, and all the
crew of twenty-two. excepting the
second mate, were lost.
George Melville Boynton, an explor
er, announces that with a party of
btudents and scientists he will pene-
trate the 'enter of the South Amer-
ican continent and explore thorough-
ly a wide strip of country from ocean
to ocean, where white men never
have been. The party will start from
New York next January.
The statement of the New York
clearing house banks for the past
week shows that the banks hold $4.-
655,450 more than the legal reserve
requirements. This is an increase of
$2,007,375 as compared with the
previous week.
Several witnesses testified in the
3dagill trial at Decatur, Ill. The court
ordered that persons under sixteen
years of age be excluded from the
trial. Women who wore large hats
Were ordered to remove them.
An equestrian statue of Gen Franz
Siegel will be unveiled in New York,
next Saturday
American railway shares opened
Weak on the London Stock Exchange.
,AnticIpation of a better bank state-
The Argyle
Florsheirn 1907 Oxford
Models are now ready—
distinctive style and solid
comfort are pronounced
features. It is a shoe "for
the Man who Cares.'
With the large
variety of Flor-
sheim lasts,
we insure
a "fit
for
every
foot.!'
LENDLER
and LY D 0 N
The Chicago Association of Com-
merce held its annual banquet. The
principal speaker was Robert Mather.
of the Rock Island system, who dis-
cussed "The Railroad Problem."
An involuntary petition in bank-
ruptes- was flied yesterday against the
Rome, Da., Furnace company by vretl-
hors. Referee Howell appointed the
Cherokee bank and John M. Graham
receivers.
Judge Thompson. of the federal
court at Cincinnati, will give out his
decision Monday in the injunction
euit against the International Print-
ing Pressmen's union.
W. C. Allen, who has been on trial
,for the past week at Sevierville, Tenn.
on the charge of embezzlement of
funds whit holding the office of coun-
ty trustee, has been acquitted.
Three trainmen were killed and
much property damage was done by
the explosion of an engine of the
Central of Georgia, which was stand-
ing near the station at Reynolds. Ga
Commissioner of Labor Neill held
a conference in New York with West-
ern Union ofncials in a fruitless ef-
fort to reach a settlement of the tel-
egraphers' strike.
In a collision between a Ieoulsville
and Nashville freight train and a
Frisco passenger train at Pratt City,
Ala., one man was killed and eight
were injured.
Under the auspices of a London
newspaper a mammoth balloon left
London in an attempt to break the
long distance record by a voyage to
Russia.
The hearing of the appeal of Karl
Hau, from the sentence of death ina
posed for the murder of his Mother-
in-law, is in progress at Leipsic, Ger-
many.
France is about to sign a treaty
with Great Britain. guaranteeing the
subjects of one country residing in
the other the benefits of the employ-
ers' liability act.
The burial cif Mts. Jo; n C. Breck-
inridge, who died In New York last
Wednesday. took place at the Lexing-
ton cemetery.
Secretary Taft arrived at Hong
Kong.- A banquet, reception and oth-
er ;octal events had been arranged in
his honor.
Mrs. H. D. Money, wife of the Pen-
tor senator from Mississippi. died cud
denly at the family residence near
Beauvoir, MISS,
Anton Hupp, the proprietor of the
Grand hotel at Carlsbad, and well
known to thousands of Americans, is
dead.
TO CURE A Com IN ONE D %Y.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
It fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig-
nature is on each box, 25c.
l'OTERSI
Next Tuesday is the last day to
register.
Subscribe for The Sun.
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
- Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing. '
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
s
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
,
,
4 a
,
•
TIRED OF GRAFT
AND COMPETITION
Tired of the Machine and its
Incompetence
'fired of the Abuse of Power and
Neglect of State's Welfare and
Voters of Kentucky.
ROUSING SPEECH OF WILISON.
Hopkiusville, Ky., Oct. 14.—Mov-
ing to intense enthusiasm 2 ;WOO Ken-
tuckians of Christian county, whose
zeal for the welfare of their state has
obliterate' all party lines and differ-
ences, Augustus E. Willson gave
a splenpla expentition .of American
pst_nciplWilr illiley at' this place.
frn the audience were hundreds of
tobacco growers, and it was to them
that Mr. Willson especially directed
a portion of his belief in the right of
fell men to associate and organize for
mutual benefit and protection, and it
1k as with pleasure that he had watch-
ed the tobacco growers fraternizing
• ir this manner for the purpose of oh
Mining higher prices for their crops
and other advantages not calculated
to accrue from individual effort.
He did not believe though, thaeany
organization of that or any other
kind should be dedicated to anything
but law and order, and said that nine
out of ten Kentuckians agreed with
his views straight from the shoulder
He said: "1 brook no compromise
with-the disorderly spirits in an; or-
ganization. I condemn unreservedly
men who shoot Into other men'a
houses and injure their property and
dc stroy their crops. I say this so that
the man who don't agree with me may
vote against me. I am a law and or-
der Kentuckian."
Refuge for Henchmen.
Pointing his outstreached arm in
the direction cif the state asylani
which could be seen through the open
window, he denounced the manage-
ment and conduet of the institution
under the present state administra-
tion as a refuge of political hench-
men, where unfortunate Kentuckians
were misused and maltreated in the
name of politics,.
"I speak right here where some of
the grayest wrongs and most glaring
crimes have been committed in Kerr
lucky. I pledge you that when I am
governor that institution 'out there
shall not be n nasty pontical ma-
chine."
Mr. Willson took some of the Dem-
ocratic machine campaign speakers
sharply to task for raising the stale
cries of negro domination and negro
equality in their desperate efforts to
dodge real important issues before the
people.
He appealed to the sensible men to
whom he was talking, as to their opts
ion of Congressman Stanley, for in-
stance. who has been "eating fire" of
this kind for sonic weeks.
"You men have beards on your
faees," be said, "what do you think
of the moral and political condition
of a man who says that a vote for
me and my ticket means mixed
schools Must be beneath the con-
tempt of honorable Kentuckians.
Would Vote It Down.
"You never saw a man, white or
black. in Kentucky that wanted min-
ed schools, and if such a proposition
was put to them, they'd both vote it
down. This all means, 'I haven't any-
thing to say that is true, and so I'll
stir up all the mud I can find.' Usual-
ly the man who stirs up mud is the
one who becomes bespattered with it.
and it is so in this instance."
"Mr. Bryan says that it will be a
black eye for the Democratic party
If you carry Kentucky Repubtlegn,
say that It will be a black eye for
Kentucky if you carry it machine
Democratic."
What Does It Mean?
Thundering to the climax of his
address in a wonderful outburst of
eloquence and earnestness Mr. Will-
son said: "What mean these large au-
diences of the state? It means the
_uprising. of the people against greed
and oppression-nnd the throttling of
their rights. It means the same resolu
lion that shook, Republican ,Pennsyl-
vania and swept a Democr4ttic.gover-
nor
.
 into °Dice. It means that this
isn't e Republican matter, but a Ken-
tucky matter.
"We're tired of Crippsy Beckham.
we're tired of Incompetent Hager.
we're tired of the tumble bog .1 -
and his negro dominion talk. e •
tired of Pooh-pooh Haley, we're tired
of wet-nurse Hines. we're tired bring-
ing Mr. Bryan to Kentucky to bolster
up a flimsy cause, we're tired of a
governor, who throws open the peni-
tentiary doors. We're tired of turn-
ing over public institations into asy-
lums for political henchmen..
Tired of ft All.
"We're tired of the making of
Crime into political Issues and of all
the whole long list of graft and greed
and mismanagement and •misrule un-
der the ring at Frankfort. It is hard
for you honorable Democrats to vote
the Republican ticket Isn't it bet-
ter to take your medicine than die?
Let's have an end to the regime of
dishonesty and oppression and all
join hands for a new Kentucky."
VOTERS!
Next Tuesday is the last day to
register.
Use Oen wept ads. for results,
OiCOU'iNt. HILDREN
Advice to Mothers of Paducah.
Perhaps the most important princi-
ple involved ip the care of a child is
proper nourishment.
How many delicate children do we
meet on our, streets with colorless
cheek and thin little legs and arms.
It Is very plain to be seen that rapid
growth takes all their strength and
their little bodies are not receiving
sufficient nourishment to make them
well, strong and robust.
te want to say to the parents of
all such children in Paducah that our
delicious cod liver and Iron prepara-
tion, Vinol, will build up delicate
children, fill out hoflow cheeks and
make them strong, robust and rosy.
Vinol makes new vitality. sound flesh
and muscle tissue and pure, rich red
blood, and children love it, This is
because Vinol is a delicious tasting
cod liver preparation without oil.
made by a scientific, extractive and
concentrating process from fresh
cods' livers, thus combining with
peptonate of Iron all the medicinal
alements of cod liver oil, butno oil.
As a body builderelind strength cre-
'ator for old people, delicate children.
weak, run-down persons, after sick-
ness, and for chronic coughs, colds,
bronchitis and all throat and lung
troubles, Vino' is unexcelled. Try
%%not on our offer to return money if
it fails to give satisfaction. W. B.
McPherson, druggist. Paducah. Ky.
THEATRICAL NOTES
.euese to his frenzied appk;u1 Al , -
leftist° appears and agrees to giN ,
Faust youth, health and passions. Eitel
all the pleasurable enjoyment to t..
drawn therefrom, upon condition that
when the gamut is run his soul shall
belong to idephisto. Faust is daz-
zled and held spellbound by a beau-
tiful vision of Marguerite, wrapped ha
an angelic halo, which fades away as
he passionately rushes upon it. He
accedes to blephisto's demand and
a compact is drawn between them.
The aged and senile philosopher ii,
transformed let° a handsome youth
bprning with passion and eager with
anticipation. From this time forward
his one thhught yis of Marguerite.
Then follow his meetings with her,
their mutual love, his betrayal of her
confidence, the poisoning of ht r
mother, while seeking only to makt
her slumber more deeply; the le
turn of Valentine, her soldier brother,
whose anguish and rage knows nu
temnds when informed of his blasted
home. He meets Faust in duel and
by the devil's aid is killed. Insidious
Mephisto excites the justice—loving
neighbors of Marguerite by inform
lug theuf 'of 'the seeming uattatura
murder of her mother, and she
carried off to prison. Faust finds his
sway to Marsuefite's cell partly de-
mented. He proposes to carry her
away to escape the dread consequen
ces of her crime, but at this time the
gentle spirit goes out and Mephisto
claims Faust as his own. He is saved
by the intervention of the spirit of
repentance and remorse.
Porter J. White presents a magnifi-
cent electrical production of the mas
terplece Saturday matinee and night
at the Kentucky.
.1'1 THE KENTUCKY.
Menday—Mahara's Minstrels (col-
Wednesday—Benlali Poynter in
“1.ens Rivers."
Thursday — Helen Grantley, In
Clyde Viteles "Manuel in the Case."
Saturday—(matinee and night)
Porter J. White's "Fated."
A Clyde Fitch Play.
After witnessing the rather grew-
some vivisection of the human mind.
hot week in lbsenai "Doll's Hinsee'
satrons of the Kentucky will enjoy
going to the other extreme this week
and reveling in' on of Clyde Fitch's
efforts to tickle the fancy.. Fitch's
plays have a certain deftness and del-
icacy of art that appeals to all lovers
of the drama for the pleasure they
get out of it. Helen Grantiey will
present, for the first time in Paducah.
"The Woman in the Case" Thursday
night,
"Lena Rivers."
It is said that Beulah Poynter, who
plays the title role in "Lena Rivers."
has visited all the scenes of that pop-
ular book and has met several of the
people after whom Mrs. Holmes mod-
eled her characters.
It Is not generally known, but Mrs
Mary J. Holmes wrote her book,
"Lena Rivers,'t which has made such
a popular and successful play, around
scenes which she seetually visited, and
modeled her characters after people
she knew In those localities.
At the Kentucky Wednesday night.
Porter J, White's "Faust".
Faust, a learned alchemist, doctor
of philosophy, tiering reached that
age when all pleasures the world con-
tains, fails, invokes the aid of the
seirits to gae him new emotions
Oat life might be worth living. In
Excellent Colored Minstrels.
Many people witnessed the parade
today of Mahara's (colored) minstrel
troupe, and the band and equipment
made a good impression. The com-
pany, it Is said, contains many noted
singers and fun makers. The entire
balcony veil be reserved tonight for
colored patrons of the Kentucky.
The best thing the loco' manage-
ment has done this season in the way
of getting the right prices is to play
Helen Grautty in Clyde Fitch's "The
Woman in the Case" at popular prices
This actress appeared here in 1903
In "Her Lord and Master," and ere
ated a faiorable impression. This
Is a Wagenhals & Kemper's produc-
tion and will be elaborately staged.
FOOTBALL itusairs.
West.
Chicago, 27; Indiana, 6.
Minnesota, 8; Am a, 0.
Wabasb, 2; Perdue, 0,
Michigan, 46; Michigan A. C., 0.
Iowa, 9; Alumni, 0.
Nebraska. 30; Grinnell, 4.
Notre Dame, 24; P. and S., 6.
W'estern Reserve, 43; Heidelberg 0
Ohio State, 28; Lenison. 0.
allesoure 38; Warrenborg, 6.
Tennessee, 15; Georgia, 0.
East.
Pennsylvania, 16; Swarthmore, 8.
Yale, 52; Holy Cross, O.
Cornell, 18; Colgate, 0.
Harvard, 18; Williams, 0,
Princeton. 52; Bucknell, 0.
West Point, 12; Trinity,
Dartmouth, 6; Mass, A. C., 0.
Naval Academy, 6:. Vanderbilt, 6.
Carlisle, 1-4; Syracuse, G.
Franklin and Marshall, 17; Sus-
quehanna, 0.
Andover, 4; crown II., 0,
Virginia M. I., 37; Navy Yard.
U. of Virginia. 40; Gallauclet, 0.
bq Every mother feels agreat dread of the painand danger attendant uponthe most critical period
of her life.. Becoming
a mother shoukl be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
pain and danger of maternity; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are
overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and theserious accidents so common to the critical
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
Friend. "It is worth its we:ght in gold,"
says many who have used it. $r.co per
bottle at drug stores. Book containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will
be sent to any address free upon application to
BRADFIELD REGULATOR 00., Atlanta, Ga.
MOIber'S
[PICINI
seesese
Monday
October
ENTIRE BALCONY
IIESERVED FOR
COLOI:Ep PEOPLE.
ec. ese.
Wednesday
October
As sweet as the honey
suckle.
MO D kV.
MAHARA'S
Greater Minstrels
20 Years of Success
Musical, comedy, vaudeville,' min-
strelsy, grand first part of big musi-
cal singing number.
6—Great End Men-6
Singers, Jokers, Dancers.
BAND AND ORCHESTRA
Prices- 'Sc, 50c, 35c, 25e.
Burt 4 Nicolai Offer
Miss Beulah Poynter
In Her Own Dramatization cf
LENA ; a W‘n tersnisviinall.Play
I IT'S A HIT  I RIVERS1;y Mary J. Holmes,
The writer With over 5,000,000 reidera
Seats on Sale Tuesday.
Prices 25e, 35e, 50e and 75e.
COTTON ARCHES
VICKSBURG READY FOR PRESI-
DENT'S COMING.
Elaborate Dectirations Line Route of
Parade and Reception Will IW
Notable.
Vicksburg, Mi.s. Oct. 14 . —T w o
big cotton arches will form a fekture
of the decorations in honor of Presi-
dent Roosevelt. Line is to be erected
at the foot of Grove street, where the
president will land in the city on
board the steamer Belle of the Bends
which will convey the president and
his party across the river. This arch
will be most conspicuous to the party
arriving in the SAY Ihn the boat. The
- - - -
general receptton committee has ar-
ranged to decerate eight blo:s.ks of
the line of march from the foot of
Grove, south on Washington to the
Piazza Hotel. At the hotel a second
cotton arch will be erected, C. G.
MUM has charge of erecting the cot-
ton arches.
The committee on decorations has
let the coirtract for the work planned.
Along these eight blocks streamers
and festoons are to be hung from the
support's of the trolley wires. Cloth
of fast colors will be used, so that
rain will not spoil the decorations.
t'aintes Loss of Appetite.
Tee Old Staudard GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CHILL TONIC, drives out ma-
laria and builds tip the system. F6r
grown people and Children 5.oc.
VOTERS!
Nest Tuesday is the last day to
register.
The Evening esne--110e. a W.14C- •
THURSDAY OCT. 17
Wagenhals 6 Kemper
Present
THE BEAUtIFUL AMERICAN ACTRESS
In Clyde Fitch's Greatest Play
THE WOMAN IN THE CASE
Direct from its four months' run at the Herald
Square Theater, New,York.
Better than "The Lion and the Mouse," brighter than "The
Man of.the Hour," stronger than Sherlock Holmes.
Seats on Sale Wednesday. Pricis $1.50, $1, 75e, 50c, 35c, 25c
The Kentucky WEDNESDAY 1 8OCTOBER
MISS BEULAH POYNTER
ol  
LENAnlierliirCailzEliS 6 A Southern Play asSweet as the Honey-suckle: It's a Hit
By Mary J. Holmes,
The Writer With Over 5,000,000 Readers
Seats on sale Tuesday. Prices 25c, 35c, 50c and 75c
1 .
CAII EVENING SUN.
At
•
PAT) AGE 7111110g.
-this sanitary fuelT
saving c ,9,s ran. e
sent on approv
—these concave grates mean a direct saving of many
dollars—by admitting a maximum amount of air to
the under burning surface of tf'e coal combustion is
made perfect.
$1 down and $1
a week
—this beautiful 9x12 Ax-
minster Rug, and a variety
of patterns, we offer you
during this
grat iterle for. $27,50
/
014-----N,J1k4.;..1110%.diNiALIOSIIII..... 46.e" . .
I--the fourth ;week of the greatesale begine.i„ to-
imorrow if you . have 'missed this opportunity
you have"missed the great stove chance of your
lifetime.
- we are sending hundieds of Buck's 'stoves to
hundreds of homes on approval —if they do not
prove to be all that we claim for them— if after a
thorough test they do ,not demonstrate their
merits and superior advantages over ordinary
stoves- we will cheerfully remove the same and
refund any money paid. —a bond guarantees
to you that this will be done.
here is your chance to get a famous Buck's
the ‘N orld's admitted best. ---see them today.
—by simply removing this small cap after the stove top
has expanded an even and Level top is assured—just
one of the many, many distinct advantages to be found
in Buck's stoves and ranges.
any Buck's stove sent on approval may be paid for at the
rate of $1.00 a week and the same liberality in terms will be
shown to all those who buy from our present attractive offer-
ing in general house furnishings.
•
-,101.0*•40,.'4•40.-.•••••••
$1 down and $1
a week
—this extra nice Br.iss Bed,
with two-inch pillars and
nicely filled, only one to a
customer, this $4
week tor ....L__ 2.50
' PECTIC FMB
the tabucab Sun.
iseTIINNOON AND WEEKLY
TUE SUN PUBLISNINOCO.
INCOEPtIRATIOD
Ir. H. FISHER. Presid Ht.
IL J. PAXTON. General Manager
Motored at the poetoince at Pa45la.11.
KY... am eecond class matter.
— — -
115isist'stiPTION KAMM
THE DAILY ME
IT harrier, per week --nes .197 mall, per month In advance... .19
HT mail, per year. In advance...3340
THE VI-EMELT MIN
Per year, by mall. postage pald..111,1110
Address THE HUN. Paducah. Ky. 
Dec., 115 South Third. Phien• 11511
Payno Young. Calais* sae New
York, represeentatIvea.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
ing places:
R. D. Clements & Dia
Van Cull, Bros.
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm,
„45.e.tRAPe,e
UNION
1 1 oN OCIO BE R 14.
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etttrt-LATIoN STATEMENT.
September-1907.
2 3897 16 3910
3 3908 17 3895
4 3874 1-8 3893
3880 19 3895
6 3899 20 3905
7 3922 21 3898
9 3913 23 3900
10 3902 24 3907
11 3895 25 3902
12 3905 26 3900
13 3937 27 3900
14 3932 28 3899
s. • 30 3880
Total  97,548
'Average for September. 1907..3,903
Average for September, 1906...3,939
Personal), appeared before me, this
October 1, 1907, R. D. Macliillen,
business manager of The Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of
the c:rculation of The Sun for the
month of September, 1907, is true to
the best of his knowledge and belef.
PETER Pl'RYEAR, Notary Public.
My commission expires January 22.
1908.
t_ 
Daily Thought.
There is always room for a man of
force and he makes room for many.-
Emerson.
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor-Augustus E. Will
▪ of Louisville.
For Lieutenant Governor-W. H.
Cox. of Mason county.
For Attorney General-James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor-Frank P James. of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer-Capt. Edwin Far-
ley, of McCracken county.
For Secretary of State-Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
struction-J S. Crabbe, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
e-N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals-
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature-George O. Mc-
Broom.
Mayor 
City Attorney ....
City Treasurer
City Clerk  
James P. Smith
Arthur Y. Martin
  John J. Dorian
George Lehnhard
City Jailer 
City Tax Assessor....Harlan Griffith
Aldermen-T. C. Leech Harry R
Hank, G. K. Oehlechlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen- Second ward, A. N.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward. Johnston:
Fifth ward, Frank litia3,er; Sixth
ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees-First ward, W. IL
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills;
Third ward, If. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. E. G. Warner and C. G. Kelly:
Fifth ward. I. 0. Walker; Sixth
ward, J. C. Farley and Ed Morris.
George Andrecht
PURGE TIIF: l'ARTY.
A good Demociat is the most de-
sirable citizen we know of, except a
good Republican, a ' good Prohibi-
tionlet. a good Socialist or an honest
Independent voter. He is no whit
less desirable than any of these.
We admire a good Democrat; a
Democrat who is a Denioseat. be-
cause, on the whole, that party rep-
resents those Ideas of government
and policies, which he considers
purest and beet; who insists on his
party living up to its ideas and tra-
ditions. both in the character of Its
leaders and the purpose of Its meas-
nres, and whose jealous regard for
the good name and welfare of his
party leads him to take an active in-
terest in the organization.
We believe a good Democrat Is
first a good citizen. He owes a
higher duty to his country and state
than be does to his party. It Is
nerescearily 100, because his party
effilisition Is but the means he
adopts to express his views at the
general election on governmental
policies, and when his rhoeen party
departs from those views and poli-
cies, or conditions change, rendering
them unsatisfactory. party allegiance
.becomes a form of political servitude
to the voter and the name an empty
sound.
The good Dertmerat or the good
-ReptItIllestn sometimes feel ender
_obligetion to hi party. ae a party of
Principle: 'but never to any coterie
of eels-rising poi ticialic. Who from
&viable eaters ef' the loaves and
fishes may have set up for prophets
On their own hook and attempted to
Make allegiance to their *elfish in-
terest the test of party loyalty.
Sailors in the navy must follow
and obey the flagship; but when her
crew mutinies and hoists the black
pennant of piracy and sails out. sot
to meet a lice, but to prey off legiti-
mate commerce, must the other ships
follow and aid the piratical crew In
their depredations against the pub.
lic wealth, or must they turn thei.
guns on the flagehip and drive the
pirates from the craft?
As a good partisan, having tht
eetfare of his party at heart, some-
rues it becomes necessary foe the
voter to purge his party; to drive
out the time servers and restore the
organization to the purity of its
prjticiptes. He owes that obligation
a citizen of the state and country.
When the ablest and most upright
men of a party are relegated to pri•
vete life and men of mediocre ability,
of immoral character and dissolute
hab:ts are placed In command; when,
unable to face a direct challenge on
the issues of a campaign, or when in
a local campaign, the personnel oi
the ticket in any particular fails to
be representative4of the community'e
trite citizenship, and resort is had to
mendacity and appeals to prejudice;
these are symptoms, which the good
partisan may not ignore.
Two years ago Ohio. a state Re
publican by 100,000 majority, went
Democratic.
That result was not achieved bs
a change of party principles on the
part of 75,000 voters; nor was it by
reason of an overwhelming influx of
Demoerats. Ohio is more strongly
Republiean now than she was two
years ago. She is more stdpngly
Republican by reason of the fact that
the Democrats carried the state.
The Republican party is stronger
and better because certain politicians
were die: edited and relegated to ob-
livion and others warned that they
must present men and measures to
meet the approval of an independent,
discerning constituency. Ohio Is not
a Democrate state, because, she
elected a Democratic governor two
years ago, nor is Cmcinnati a Demo-
cratic city, because she elected a
Democratic mayor. The men, who
voted for these two officials, do not
consider that they lost caste by ex-
ercising the right of freemen. They
rightfu.:y consider themselves good
Republicans. They were playing the
part of good Republicans and pa-
trlotir citizens when they purged
their party of had bosses.
Kentuckians have a duty to per-
form this fall. Kentucky Democrats
are facing a crisis. They have seen
their old leaders retired and replaced
ta mere politicians. They see a ma-
chine in the capitol, that rotates In
office men whose service is tainted
with iniquity, and men who have re-
duced the meaning of. Democratic
success to their systematic progres-
sion through offices, haliowed by the
traditions of statesmanship and pa-
triotic service.
Opposed to this system, the RP-
publican party this year presents a
mane who upholds the highest ideals
Kentecky politics, and who ap-
peals to the best that is in our citi-
zenship. His arguments are met
With appeals to the most ignoble pas-
sion,: that could degrade mankind.
In -our city affairs. we see the
whoc•St of the state mat/line turn cope
In cog with a Rubsidiar, machine of
locaI polItics- We see a representative
from Fraukfort, one well known to
our people, assuming the functions of
pre-consul, to insure the will and
methods of the "machinocrats" at
Frankfort are carried out.
What does the success of the Dem-
ocratic ticket mean?
It means the encoeragement of an
obnoxious machine at Frankfort,
which, while it dissipates the state's
wealth in perpetuating itself. stunts
the development of Kentucky's re-
sources and bi.ghts the aspiratione of
her young men. It means the final re-
tirement of local party leaders, the
dominance of eellens in our home
affairs and the reduetion of the Dem-
ocratic party in McCracken county
to imbeervience to the ends of ths
machine at Frankfert, and-the adop-
tion of Franklin county election meth-
ods in Paduessies-
It means that rnen who hey!'
fought the battles of Democrecy
through many a hard struggle, have
been driven out of the party councils
Some of them have been personally
maligned. but now they are lesiter
scourged into a pretext of loyalty to
the ticket, and that by a paper. whose
Democracy has been questioned by
the very faction it Is now supporting.
Isn't there something of this sort
brewing? Listen to the threat of a
servile party organ:
"A small coterie of Democrats in
Paducah, possibly the number will am
exceed a half dozen, are sulking
silently In their tents during the pres-
ent campaign, and much witb the dirt
position of children, refuse to- come
forth unto the political family fire-
side.'
"While not openly opposed to the
local city ticket, they have not been
heard to express their support of
same.
"Another fact that adds Its 'meas.
tire of astonishment over such a
course is that SOTO of those who now
are assuming this Juke warm position,
have been members of the Demo-
cratic family for lo these many years,
basking, as it were, In the sunshine
of party favor. Some have heel.
given the favored seats at the family
Wile, and been served bountifully of
the viands thereon. To them, home
has been within 'the ranks of their
party of choice and happiness; in do-
ing what they could tor this self-
same party. NOW because -the nil
Sority of their party has /teen fit to
bring aboul the family eireiti some
eon
A Body Blow.
"Jane, what is peacock blue?"
"I don't know."
I "I thought you kept up with thestyles.""That was before I was married
I had Ramey to shop with then."
N. B.-Hubby took the count.-
last day to
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whose faces are not entirely agree-.
to ail parties concerned, these
invested few must needs clued will-
fully down from their high chair at
the family table asd seeking a po,..i•
ticm underneath, sulk while the rest
Of the family looks on in wonder.
-To those Democrats who feel a
disposition to come into the lamay
circle we would say you are welcome,
the latch string is on the outside, and
the hand clasp awaits you. it should
be remembered, however, that after a
time the door will be closed."
And what have they to offer in
reipport of this ticket?
Nothing but the most malicious
falsehoods they can utter against the
Republican ticket.
The answer Is the Republican ticket
itself. James P. Sm:th is known to
almost every voter as a first-claws
business DUD and a good citizen. He
Is, perhaps, the cityis biggest Indi-
vidual taxpayer. He was born and
reared here and his father's business,
which he inherited and has increased.
Is a Paducah institution. Politics is
neither a diversion nor an ambition
with him. Public office means, in
one sense, a material sacrifice to hint.
He consented to make the race only
upon the solicitation of business men'
to save the city from exploitation by
machine politicians. He promises
nothing but an acimlnistration devot-
ed to the legitimate promotion of Pa-
ducah's progress and the economical
management of the puteic's funds.
The personnel of the ticket is suffi-
cient to allay any fears aroused be
the false alarms of the Democratic
organ.
Is there not not some need for
reform in Democratic leadership in
Kentucky? Is there ever to be a
time like the present to purge tie
party of its false prophets 'and save
Kentucky from disgrace and ruin?
Some Kentucky papers now are
trying to show that Bryan made a
tour of the state in the expectation
and under the promise that the Demo-
cratic machine would support him
next year. In view of the fact, that
the Kentucky State Journal, the ad-
m.nistrat:on mouthpiece, and the
Courier-Journal, the anti-administra-
tion spokesman, both warned Bryan
when he entered the state not to
mentation the national policies, which
he has made pecullerly his own, be-
cause those ideas are "repugnant" to
Kentucky Democrats, It seems Mogi-
cgl to believe that e.ther ring of the
slate organization will support Mr.
ryan's policies in the national con-
vention. The consideration for his
trip over the state In the sumptuous
special train must have been mime-
thing else.
Register tomorrow if you have not
already done so. You will find your
place to register described elsewhere
in The Sun. This is your last chalice
to qualify to vote.
IS THANKED la RoOsEVELT.
Preisident  pliments Dr. John Stet.
WOMbill the Translator.
Copenhagen, Oct. 14.-The famous
translator of old Icelandic poetry, Dr
John Stefanson, has received a per-
sonally written letter of thanks and
compliments of the most nattering
kind from President Roosevelt. and
also a copy of the American edition
of the historical Iceland poem, "Kers
males Saga." The book was sent
through the Ameri-an minister, Dr
Maurice Francis Egan, who is also in-
terested in this branch of literature.
Be% ard.
The city Republican Campaign
committee will pay 12e for any evi-
dent* lending to the proseeution and
conviction of any one guilty of buy-
ing or disposing of registration cer-
tificates.
F. C. HOOVER, Secretary.
•
HANDSOME REEFERS
IN GRAY, BROWN AND
SCOTCH MIXTURES.
You must see our line 01
overcoats for boys to appre-
ciate their beauty and" worth.
The knee length Reefers are
the newest styles. They come
in grays, browns and Scotch
mixtures, and, are beautifully
tailored.
WHOSE WHISKY
WAS USED?
The temperance man who knows or
would easily know that whisky ts free-
ly used to Influence men to vote
should, to be altogether coneletent,
make some effort to find out whether
its candidate Is directly or indirectly
furnishing that whisky. If the men
who are leading the fight for a certain
state candidate are using whisky to
corrupt or influence voters, it is fair to
presume that their ,candidate under-
Stands the methods his friends have
tdopted. If he fails to repudiate such
methods he becomes respousible for
them. The whisky that is being so
freely handed out In Clinton county
at this time, and which has been so
plc:Brut for months past, is not being
fitYnished by Gen. Hays nor Senator
McCreary nor by any of their friends.
It is very generally known who is
'Mug the whisky and in whose inter-
mit it is beinR used. It is used in
lenance of law and good morals, and
it is expected to win votes for some-
body, not Hays or McCreary. Can
sincere temperance men afford to con-
sort and vote with that class of voters
and votssecaters? is the candidate
supperted by such a class of men woe
;by of a good man's vote? If you are
In earnest, my christlan friend, look
about you and see what kind of com-
pany you are in.-Clinton Gazette.
KENTUCKY WORST
GOVERNED STATE
In the Union, Says Editor Henry Wat-
terson.
In its issue of July 26, the Courier-
Journal, the leading Democratic paper
in Kentucky, published the following
editorial:
"A. Floyd Byrd', reply to Special
Judge W. B. Moody, pubilehed in yes-
terday's Courier-Journal. is a telling
exposition of the last chapter in a
long and successful conspiracy of as-
sassins and poitticlans to whip justice.
Calm and temperate In tone. careful,
thorough and cruaiting in facts. Mr.
Byrd's explanation of the reasons that
forced the attorneys for the prosecu-
tion of James Hargis to retire from
the case at Sandy Rook is a conclu-
sive and-to one whe may be ignorant
at the history of this conspiracy-
stratling disclosure.
'It illuminates Judge Moody In. to
say the least, an unenviable attitude.
However honorable may have been
his motives, however desirous he may
have been to do his ditty as an up-
right judge, his ,course in this cast-
leaves him a record which he will
never be able to justify to a fair-mind-
ed public, though he spend the rest
of his days In the attempt. lie may
be all that his friends claim that he
is. but if that is tele he is so unfortu-
nate as to hate been confronted with
a duty in the performance of which
no one could have more completely
played into the hands of the gang at
the Lead of which is the man whose
boast is that he does as he 'damn
pleases' with the law, and who, with
the action of Judge Moody in reliev-
ing him of this last of merder charges
against him, has made good that
beast.
"So close, the; blackest story of
Kentucky_ assassination and politics.
It is a chapter of murder after murder
all pointing to one source of inspira-
tion; of the machinery of the law con-
sistently directed to the end of shield-
ing those indicated by the evidence
es the source of that Inspiration. ter-
.nitiating with their discharge and the
imprisonment of a couple of their
humble hired tools.
"Mr. Byrd's erpesition of the final
chapter of this story, miserable as hi'
shows that chapter to be, shows it no
more miserable than many another
chapter that preceded it, notably that
which immediately preceded it. In
which Carnes played his part so faith.
fully and so notoriously, on which, by
the way, Mr. Byrd Rashes a new fin-
ger of light in his statement. Indeed,
from first to last during the progres,
of this stones, every page of It has
confirmed the fact that when Jim
Hargis-Judge Hargis that he was-
sought to create In certain quarters
the Impression that he exercisrd
special influence among the high offi-
cials whose duty it is to punish in-
peed at protect breakers of the law,
he knew what he was talking about.
"It is all a wretched and astounding
story. Itut It Is not the only story
that today advertises, the shame of
KENTUCKY AS THE WORST GOV-
MINED STATE IN THE UNION."
VOTERS!
We show every style of the Next Tuesday is the
season, and every price coat. register.
13,50 to $10.
We show all the new styles
In caps and Tam's for little
fellows, from 50c up.
)
i
it I Exchange.
OA DW es
4,04ntirgrAiWi. jit 403,7yttar The London Healy Mail noteevorals that
a stele: tillage. hos been ded I'OTFItS!
* a ith flags irr leteor of a hen that tall Nest Tian4ilny is the
Sistello,4111-•""eseeer"-4111-.410 0/1a.0 laid ber thousandth *NM ' 
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OUR OVERCOATS 
WE'VE put the peg a notch higher this
v year, and we believe we are showing
the finest ready-to-wear overcoats ever offered
the trade. Don't even think of going to the
high priced tailor for an overcoat. Very few
men do--and--
There's No Reason Whatever for Doing So
We offer you the same high grale of fabrics in
Cheviots, Kerseys, Melton's Vicunas, Friezes, etc ,
as the exclusive merchant tailor.
Then, when it comes to the style and tailoring—
we take off our hats to no one.
Overcoats at $10 to $25
We've the medium length coat, the long coat, the
storm coat. We've every kind of overcoit for every
style of man. Nothing skimped and nothing ndr-
'row, mean or stingy about our garments or our store.
The Clothing Store That Carries the
944 Union Store Card
DESBERGEWS
GRAND LEADER
323
Broadway
I rusty Makes Escape.
Ed Martin. a negro "trusty," con-
vict, escaped last evening from Eddy-
till, branch penitentiary and is being
sought in this end of the state. He
made his escape while temper was
hiring served, and Nolte ah police
have been notified to kr ep a lookout
fee him. He was sent up from Prince
ton for a short term.
Loewe Her Furniture.
Mrs. John C. Sanders. residing on
a shantylsoat at the foot of Elizabeth
street, applied to Humane Officer -lap
Toner this afternoon for assistance.
She stated that she married Mr. San-
ders in July and that she is left desti-
tute. This morning the owner of
their houseboat took charge of all
furniture, claiming that Sanders owed
rent.
The Differenee.
When hub would tell about the
game.
And how we won or lost the same.
Wife is at hand.
An ever-willing ear to lend,
Although she does not comprehend
Or understand.
But when poor wifey wants to chat
About a shirt waist or a hat,
And how she`got
The same at some great bargain sale,
Does hubby listen to her tale'
- Well, I guess nqt.
--Courier-Journal.
Mayfield :Messenger's Tip.
The Mess( reser -hat's- a strong tip
that the stoekholders of the Mayfield
Wati•r and Light company, says the
Mayfield Messenger, will Tit -a few
days be Increased so as to include
two gentlemen from Paducah. one a
prominent hanker, the other a suc-
cessful contractor, and one of our
own progresrive buten-esti men, lbe
head of one of our financll institu-
tions, with possibly one or two local
stockholders.
Were Fighting.
_Charles Edmunds and Frank Bloat.
colored, Were arrested this -afternoon
by Patrolman Cross for malicious
ceoting and malicious assault. It it
alleged that Bloat cut Edmunds and
that Edmunds struck Bloat in the
head with a stick. Neither is seriously
injured. The fight occurred at Second
and Clark streets just before noon.
Killed By Yaqui,
Guaymas, Mexico, Oct. 14.-Re-
ports were received here today front
the mining camp of La Colorado that
12 Yaqui Indians late yesterday after-
noon attacked Jesus Brocamente and
Ricardo Robles at a point 25 miles
miles from irere and killed Broca-
mente outright and left Robles wound
ed fatally.
Killed in Fight By Burglar,
Peoria, Oct. 14.-During a pistol
fight with a burglar who had robbed
his residence of several thousand dol-
lars worth of diamonds, Ed Barrett,
a policeman, was shot and killed
early this morning. The man who
fired the shot escaped. This is the
second murder of the kind In Peoria
In five days.
PIANO FOR MILE.
A Busch & Lane parlor grand pi-
ano, good as new, (or Rale at one-half
regular price. Owner going to have
Apply at Iro2 South Fourth
Weil, or ring old phone 964.
"Wireless" to Cruse Ocean.
Paris, Oct. 14.-That wireless dis-
patches between Paris and New York
soon will be possible is the belief of
French engineers now engaged on the
installation of a new radio-telegraph-
lc post on the Eiffel tower. As Is al-
ready known, Gen. Drude command-
ing the French forccs in Morocco, has
been in constant touch with the home
eovernment through -the direst trans-
mission of wireless messages ever
since the present trouble began.
Sleaeures now are being taken to
socatly increase the power of ehe
tosser station. Tit's:1k apparatus will
1,0 contained in a subterranean sta:
;ion and connected with the top of
the tower.
Kill Off Tensile! by Mistake.
London, Oct. 14.-Sir John Ten
;del. the brilliant cartoonist of Punch
was offitially killed off this week
happily by Mistake. At a banquet
given at Guildhall to a deputation of
Paris innnicIpal councilors who had
been visiting London in furtherance
of an ententecaordiale the menu cards
bore a sketch of a female figure rep-
resenting Paris; which, according to
the official description, was "suggest-
'-d by one of the late Sir John Ten-
niel's cdrawings.- Tenniers nephew
has written tbe newspapers that Sir
John, though in his 88th year, is still
alive, well, and In manes ways as ac-
tive. as the average man twenty years
hit; junior,
.Wrecked With Rich Car).
Singapore, Oct. 14.-A Chinese
junk maselees and with her side stove
in- was-washed ashore near hose-in -a
gae yesterday morning. The boat-
had a full carg'o of tea and silks.
Two dead bodies were foutid upon the
after deck.
Matchless Workmanship.
Most divases or of spinal origin.
That IS a characteristic generaliza-
tion of Osteopathy lira nutshell, and
Is a contention that has never been
disproved.
The Osteopathic diagnosis, and
treatment are new and original, and
Its precentage of cures have attracted
wide attention. 'This is history that
cannot be succesefully challenged.
We apply in a new way and with
new force, old principles that are a
part of the recognized, hut theoretical
teachings of every school of practice
but in an unsystematic form.
You cannot study the anatomy of
he spinal column without marveling
hat it so seldom gets out Of order.
•t is the most matchless piece of
workmanship in all mechanics, and
he won-der is that it should, some-
Imes, front the way is Is abused, do
ta work at all.
ny all laws of physics, the spine is
liable at any moment to get out of or-
der. It is subject to slips, wrenches,
ressures, -deadlocks, sprains, contrae
ions and congestions-any one of
which require only an intelligent en-
Weer to adjust, to relieve and cure.
The Osteopath is that engineer.
In just a few moments I can easily
explain to you why and how Osteo-
pathy is achieving such a wonderful
success in curing all kinds of chronic
and acute Illness, and I shall take
great pleasure in doing so.
Just now you may have a touch of
the Fall ailment, to which we Pa-
ducahans are heir. If so, let me ftsji
you hole easily, how quickly such ail-
.-mente yield to the Osteopathic treats
Ment.
Dr. O. B Frongge, 518 Broadway.
Plume 1407-A.
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Safe of Kirby Lumber Co. at Houses.
is Robbed.
Houston, Tex.. Oct. 14.-Between
I and 5 o'clock this morning the safe
of the Kirby Lumber company, at
Silsbee. was robbed of $7,500 funds
of Paymaster Is H. Hunter, who de-
posited the cash for safekeeping, in-
tending to. pay off at Village Mills
-Monday. All was in currency except
$noo. The safe doors were open, but
not blown.
-The money stolen is of the funds
controlled by federal court receiver-
'ship, under direction of Judge Walter
T. Burns, now In Atlanta on the cir-
cuit appeals bench.
Airehip Over Berlin at Night.
Berlin, Oct 14 --Military balloon-
ists last night carried out an unusual
experiment. At about midnight they
ascended front a shed et Tegel, six
milts northwest oi Berlin, sailed over
the city, and maneuvered over the
roofs for matey an hour, invisible ei
the citizens. Towatd the end of the
journey, however, a heavy night dew
caused the airship to_descend almost
to the ground in the center of the city
The balloon returned to Tegel with-
out any further mishap.
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Fall and Winter
UNDERWEAR
50c to UR a
Garment.
The chilly blasts of these
early tall days create an
unpleasant sersation for
the man who hasn't yet
changed the weight of
his underwear. We are
showing a splendid line
of perfect fitting gar-
ments in balbriggan,
fleece lined and natural
wool at 50c to $150. In
the winter weights there
are the Gullett special
lines at $1 and the Ger
ones at $2 to $6. You
will find you can "do
better" at Gullett's than
anywhere else in town.
U. G. Gullett & Co
I I neorporn t
312 Broadway.
•
We Carry the Union Store
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All persons owing state and county
taxes for 1907 will have to settle
same at once as 1 will be forced to
levy on same. Please avail yourselves
of the last opportunity to. save penal-
ties and costs, etc.
JOHN W. OGILVIE, 8. M. C.
RAILROAD NOTES
Mr Joe Mattson. Jr.. shipping clerk
in the Illinois Central store house,
has resigned effective today, and ac-
raped a position with the Southern
Express company. He has been suc-
ceeded at the Illinois Ceniral by Mr.
Oscar Jones, the boiler maker's
helper.
Messrs. J. T. Hutchens, blacksmith,
Churchwell to Mr. A. U. Walker. The
wedding will take place on' Wednes-
day, October 23, at the home of the
bride in Savannah, at 9:30 o'clock in
the morning. The couple will go to
New York on their wedding trip and
sill make their home in Savannah.
• Miss Churchwell is a pretty and at-
tractive young woman who has fre-
quently visited Mrs. Baker here. Oise
L very popular In Paducah. Her fian-
ce is a leading merchant of Savan-
nah.
through the city today et, it, its tofor Savannah, Tenn., to attend the
Louisville to attend ti.a Stitt-one:marriage of her sister, Miss Annie 
-lodge at Louisville tome! ,ee
Capt. and Mrs. Jam, s r left
Musical and Literary Evening.
An attractive musical and literary
entertainmeet wil; be given on Thurs-
day evening at the Third street Meth-
odist church. An elaborate program
has been arranged. The entertain-
ment will be free.
State IL A. R. Conference.
The eleventh conference of tht
Daughters of American Revolution.
Enteacky division, will be entertained
by the Fincastle chapter. this week.
The first meeting will be held at the
Country club on Tuesday afternoon
at3 o'clock. The second meeting
will be at "Fincsetle," home of the
regent Mrs. Alexander P. Humphrey, as follows: "The Japanese govern- filej.j.,k,y,j.j., • j...9.4,,tipee* . '--e twee/eons on short notice; also ele- and J. M Frost, helper, have return-,. ',tient is erecting hastily in Manchuria Air 1 on Wednesday morning at 11 o'clock.
s. • te, gant livery ripe Palmer Transfer Co. ed from Milwaukee after attendieg'- '11tile speakers for the oteasion will be 'and Korea fortifications i.t
-City subscribers to the Dally'the annual eonvention of blacksmiths Mrs. Alexander P. Humphrey, Mrs.  !enormous quantities of .
tie
! 
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416,
_Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464; 
Office 175. 
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4001/2
I
a 
Broadway. Phone 196.
'
sese -Farley & Fisher, veterinariens,
'P427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
-We have just received another
lot of those beautiful White Wax De-
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
.---Best and cheapest. sae rent bug-
gies, carriages and horses separately.
Both phones 100. Copeland's stable,
419 Jefferson street. .
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
Is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
MONDAY, OCTOBER 14.
tri.tdit9/2110 ges.
ingrain Varpet4 reatlq geduced
Teenty pieces of three grades of Ingrain Carpet, priced
for has than vie can buy them from the manufacturer today
Ten pieces best quality of All Wool Ingrain  60cCarpet, regular price eat, for 
Five pieces beat All Wool Filling Carpet, regular 48cprice 60e, fus 
Five 1)ieeeti beet Quarter Wool Union Carpet, regular 32cprice 40c, for.
Bring your room measure With you. No extra charge to
cut and niatelh.
Sale Starts Monday and continues until all are sold.
IOCAL NEWS
1 TAXPAYERS NOTICE
1-1-1-1-rst
4
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Louisville Wedding November 14.
The date for the wedding of Miss
Evelyn Hawthorne Long and Mr
Charles Cook Loomis has been aet for
Thursday, November 14. It will take
place at 4 o'clock in the atternoon at
the home of Miss Longs mother, Mrs.
John S. Long. of 212 West Broadway.
--Sunday Courier-Journal.
Miss Long is 'very popelar in Pa-
ducah, where she has often visited
She is a strikingly handsome girl. She
its a niece of Mr. Henry Enders and
cousin of Mr. W. E. Cochran. of Pa-
ducah.
Br ele, 1 opts air Here.
Bishop, of !soviet. CrossMrs Charles Baker left yesterday'
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i Sehatidt left Ounday for Murray to ../...4..L.1.41....L.L.A4 4.3e isamiskvisit relatives and f ieule •
1- Nell Veight left Sunlas for
;IP Jouse.boror, Ark., to visit her aunt,
ir Mrs. M. R. Carson. She was accom-
panied as far as Cairo by Miss Edna
M Knowles, Mr. Raymond Cashon and
Mr. Victor Knowles,
Misses Ethel and Irene Scopes, two
pretty Paducah girls. returned Immo
Saturday, after a pleasant see es
Mrs. Fannie Price.-Fultor L ate le
Mr. J. E. Morris. of Grenada, Mau.,
is visiting his brother. Mr. N. M. Mor-
ris, of 1029 South Eleventh street.
Mr. Ed Rivers went to Preicetoe
this morning on business.
Attorney A. E. Boyd returned from
Lowes Cross Roads this morning,
after spending the Sabbath with
parents.
Mr, H. H. Loving went /II NOI ton-
yulle this mornthg on bit
Messrs. M. W. Boyd still t
-yesterday for a visit to t. leees at
Hickman.
Prof. F'red LaRue has rent: ned to
his home at Smithliind after a visit
here.
Kt:P'T SIARRIASiE sEt tax.
IN TH1 COURTS t,
A
In Pollee Court,
Police Judge I). A. Cioss had a
short Menday police coutt session to-
day. Mary' K. Craig and George Ed-
wards, colored, were fined $25 ant
costs each for breach of peace. The
case against Charles Grace, colored,
and John Davis, white, for malicious
cutting, was continued. Roy Barnes
and Artie Elverd, disorder's' conduct,
dismissed; Floyd Turner and Ed
Perry, colored, disorderly conduct,
and costs each.
Deed': Flied.
J. C. MeElrath to IL P. McElrath,
power of attotney.
Suits for Estate,
• Attorney M. E. Gilbert as adoliIH,.
tiator of the estate of W. Y. (le '
filed suits in Magistrate •
court against Ira Brake tor $5.3S,
lone against C. I.. Brake for $3u.7e
apd one against Charles MeGarves
for $6.10. The suits are on store ac-
counts due the estate.
Revolution in China.
Washington, Ost. 14 --Re re-
ceived here from Pekin tell of con-
stantly increasieg signs of impending
revolution and that the seriousness
of the situation has finally penetrated
to the court. Even the empress
dowager and her advisers have cone!
to realize the throne as seriousls
menaced. The revolutionary metal-,
ment and hatred of the Manchus are
spr ading so rapidly that even th••
!court is said to appreciate that 'the
only alternative will be the adoption
of a constitution for China, and some
of the administration papers are ad-
vocating the step.
Jape Fortify in Manchuria.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 14.--General
Linevitch, commander-in-chief of the
Russian Sigerian army, has reported
.to the general staff in St. Petersburg.
Hart's Demonstration of
Majestic Ranges
And
Kinhee Coffee' Pots
Is over, consequently 35 homes en-
joy well cooked food on the great
Majestic Range, 157 people drink
excellent always the same coffee by
the use of the Kinhee Coffee Pot.
Buy them of Hart and join the army
of happy folks.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
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Incorperated
Anti continued to Make Leve to tier,
Miss Renner SAP, Or Beane
Chillicothe, 0., Oct. 1 I The se-
eret marriage of Elm,: E Wolfe In
Covington. Ky., to Miss (es; a Malone,
of Jackson, last Feb. it,: y became
known a few days ago to Miss Irma
B. Benner. of Bainbridge. and she
filed a suit for $1(i.nee damages
egainat Wolfe, alleging breach of
promisee
Wolfe is agent and operates for the
Detroit. Toledo and Ironton railroad
at Bainbridge. Miss Benner al:eges
that he was engaged to her at the
time of his secret marriage to Miss
Malone, and that he contain, a to ex-
press his love and fidelity toward her
after he became the husband of the
Jackson young lady. In support of
this she submits a number of letters
said to have been written by him.
His Lucky Day.
Sun who- wish the delivery of their and helpers of the United States and Christopher D. .Chenault, of Lexisg- ,to the place. Under disguise of sat.
papers stopped must notify our col- Caliada. They had an excellent trip, ton, the state regent, Mrs. Sallie Mar- vl ous business enterprises they are ttliand re-arranged a code of rules and 07%I lector!. or make the requests direct, shall Hardy. Mrs. Herbert Mengel and hag properties front Chinemen in airegulatione. Nothing -speeifically at-# to The Sun office. No attention will Mrs. Luke P. Blackburn. The state 'the strategically Important points al suliscriliers iiii...riing natit ails ine. If, (ling Paducah shops was reported.
be paid to such orders when giveni
Engineer A. R. Angie, of the illi- 
officers and the vice-president general
election will be held. The theme of -to carriers. Sun Publishing Co. tees Central. will leave tor argent*, the conference will be "National Im--Place your orders for wedding Aile,'to work on the Rock Island. sprovement Work." After the meet-( invitations, at home. The Son is Engineer J. R. Wilkins left today
showing as great an assortment an
. you will find anywhere, at prices
1/11" 
- much lower than you will have to
/ pay elsewhere.
-Flower pots! Flower pots deli,
ered. M. J. Yopp Reed Co. 124 South
Second street. Both phones 477.
4 ' 5 -Carnegie library will be open
• • hereafter on the Sabbath from 2 to 5
o'clock in the afternoon.
-Loose Leaf Style In kodak and
post-card albums. Something entire-
ly new at R. D. Clements & Co.
-The following examination Is
annnunoed for this district by the
United States civil service commis-
sion: Industrial teacher (male),
Philippine service, November 20.
•
members who had plenty of inward
fire were the comfortable church-
goers yesterday, with no reference to
the hereafter either.
-"Rebecca at the Well." a rag-
time Intermezzo, by Mrs. Wm. Deal,
is now on sate at D. 14.
Clemente, Palmer Holm. Van Culin's,
-- eteish- er- -Mee.- Deal:
care New Richmond.
VOTERS!
Next Tnetalay is the last to
s register.
Special Offer 1
Ten full! zr.zett
package:, of
&47, f
For 0.-..qy $1.00
This is tho _d_lase...e.mcot.
Seel eoth_rosotIti: . V:cI
:acoll%V.ast . 
25::
15c
*Yet P•71,3ce . 25,c
Lieeid Anteessee.- :tea
Peeeem . 25:
cosh nrae's . 3' s
IM rIlitz7:a.Ttvrp ' .era .koseler • .
Illtseakr retail erica . S '
If you OS cliff a est sees to&T *OK tria ' 11 ••••
liew 00 Mil IFINIffiel Cl the Smi:,..1C-rnaa ,' -ee.
ISIMMIgety elleget ten seeMsa: LLII..: 1 ve
MI IM usaal puce of hoar.
We have all these prepa-
rations in stock a n d
know them to be of ex-
cellent quality.,
ittefal6f-(1
Elruggivits•
Fifth and Broadway Opp. Palmer Haste.
for Central City to take out his "man
Ifest" run.
AD automatic saw grinder and filed
for circular saws will be installed in
Paducah Illinois Central planing mill.
When it is installed no hand filing
of saws will have to be done
GLUDY'S MOTHER
Has Also Selected comb for Hue-
band, 'Tis Salid.
New York, Oct. 14.-Within a
mbuth of the marriage of her daugh-
tu Gladys to Count Szechenyi. Mrs.
Cornelius Vanderbilt, it was said to-
day by a person in touch with the af-
Tbe furnaces of many of the fairs of the family, will announce her
churches yesterday either had an engagement to a county. The mar-
secea4 of Sunday conscience a re' /lege, it Is said, will follow a month
earring attack of the old-time "per- later. The mistress of The Breakers
s, ;sits of inantruat eobjects," and re- is to live abroad after the wedding.
fused to work or did so under a In Newport it is believed that by
,strong protest of smoking congrega- the time of the wedding of Miss
tions out. Some services were much Gladys this elderly friend of the count
curtailed and others called off. The
will have arrived in this country. The
engagement of Mrs. Vanderbilt to one
count and the near approach of the
wedding of his sister to another, it Is
said, has caused a serious rupture In
the friendly relations between Reg-
inald Vanderbilt and his mother:
Mrs. Vanderbilt met the man who
le-4tp, be her husband_ in Hamburg. .it
is said, about the same time that
Gladys.
was pt esented to
TO UNDERC.0 OPERATION.
Mrs. Nash, who is now in Louis-
ville. will be the guest of Mrs. John
Brand during the conference.
Mrs. Boone, who is the delegate for
the Paducah chapter, left today for
Louisville and will he entertained by
Mrs. Clarence Mengel.
Enjoyable Birthday Party.
The son of Mr. and Mni. H. M. Fort
ner entertained Saturday evening at
his home in celebration of his 11th
year. The dining room was decorated between himself and the girls of his
with alter,, pink and red roses. Re- own class _
freohments wera served. A number
of his f Mena wern_prssent_ss follows:
Misses Emma Hasotte, Luella Ander-
son. Virda 'Robertson, Ruby Gone)',
Ethel Voght, Masters Orville Mick,
I iMikEIRa_cm s u - k, Earl Webb, y Mo en
Gene Clark, Bill Burton. James
Thompson, Elvis Thompson, Ernest
Lancaster.John Mitchel/ in LaSalle. III.. Hoe-. -
pleat Suffering With A ppendicit
Mesdames A. W. Wrighte-Lora JohnSpringfield, III., Oct, 14.- John
Mitchell, president of the United Mine Mon, W. J. Lewis and Georgia Halli-
day left at noon for Louisville,to at-Workers, entered a hospital at La
tend the meeting of the grand lodgeealle, Ill., yesterday and it. is under 
the Eastern Star.stood he will submit to an operation
Mrs. E. R. Horton and childrenfor appendicitis when his condition
have returned from Ritasellyille, Ky.hecomes more favorable.
Mr. Will Kreutzer and family and
Mrs. Margaret Mooney will leave to-BidsAttentioin, Contractors.
morrow for Blair, Oklahoma. to re-wilt be received on October
25th, at the office of A. L. Lassiteresidet
Mrs. Hattie Morris will leave to-for eidewalk, gutter and curb im-I
morrow for Cairo to visit friends.provements for Caldwell park. Plans
and specifications are at Lassiter's! Mr. J. G. MeMahon and family, of
715 South Fourth street, will move to
Cairo tomorrow to make their home
Mrs. H. A. Cunningham, of St.
Louis, is visiting her mother.
Mies Jesse Hartley. of Brinkley,
Ask., who his been visiting Mrs.
Joseph Lambert, of South Ninth
street. left yesterday for her home
accompanied by Mrs. E. E. Buck.
Mr. L. W. Gleseres went to Lexing-
ton today to attend a meeting of the
district deputies of the Knights ofNotice!
Pythias lodge.All towboats landing at the Padu-
Mr. Will McCann went to Centralcah Whaefboat company's wbarfboat
City today.will be charged two ($2.00) dollars
office.
- BOARD PARKCOMMISS,IONERS.
Card of Thanks.
I wish to thank all my friend's, es-
pecially the Mangum Lodge. 0. 0.
V.. for the kindness shown me during
rey .recent bereavement. the Illness
and death of my beloved husband.
MRS. JOHN M. WILKINS.
for each and every landing. Time not
to exceed two hours for each landing.
James Koger, Pres,
JAMES K()GER, Pres,
D. M. STREET, Sec.
agabrix)w^r HAVE TO WAIT
-goner Acme makes you ferlhetter. Les-Foe
keen, your whole nostitel. right Snitj on the
money-lama plea everyeelere. Prom 60 cents.
Per Rent.
Nine room house. 90 foot lot, 414
South Tenth, Modern conveniences.
J. A. Rudy.
Mr. 8,120 Mrs. Eli G. Boone and Mrs
I 0. Walker went to Louisville today
where Mrs. Boone and Mrs. Walker
will attend the state meeting of the
Daughters of the American Revolu-
tion as representatives of the local
chapter.
Mr. Hunter Wood, .Ir.. editor de the
Hopkinsville New Era, was in the city
today.
Mrs. W. A. Anderson. of Barlow,
was the 41ty shopping today. '
Mrs. John Rapp Is ill at her home
on South Fifth street.
Mr. Alla Starr and Miss Nellie May
:ng on Tuesday afternoon the Fin-
castle chapter will give a banquet.
The Wednesday morning session at
"Fineastle" will be followed by a lun-
cheon, to be given by the regent te
the delegates, visiting members and
the members of the Fincastle chapter_
The state officer are:
Vice-President General-Mrs. Sal-
lie Marshall Hard', of Louisville.
Regent-Mrs. C. D. Chenault, ot
Leaf ngton.
Vice Regent-Mrs. M. B. Nash, of
Paducah.
h.ecretary-aliss Margaret Butler,
of Paris.
Treasurer-Mrs. E. A. Escott, of
Shelbyville
eteiturday was his lucky day."
"Did he pick the horse'?"
"Ni. Ile ifilsstsi lis. train for the
nice truck."
Scores the Jewieli Youths'.
London ()et. 14.--A writer in theHistorian-Mrs. W. C. Roberts, of Jewish World. who signs herself "ADanville.
Jewess Girl holds the opinion that
the blame for much of the intermar-
rying that goes on between theiew-
ish girls and the men of other faiths
and against which the chief rabbi re.-
cently inveighed. is to be laid. at the
door of the Jewish voting man.
It is allczed that the average mW-
dle class Jewish youth Is outrageously
spoiled by his family and, therefore,
)(sitting our Siberian frontier, espe,
tally around Viadvostok and Diego-
;veshticheusk. to as, emulate the ant-
munition.
A1111'1'41111 NiaVal Hero Wedded.
London, Oct. 14.-Capt. William
H. Clifford. United States marine
corps, until recently commander of
the American legetion guard at
Pekin, was married this afternoon at
St. Andrew's church, Westminster, to
M'ss Mabel Moore dau bier of
George Moore, formerly of Portland,
Maine.
Funeral This Mternoon.
The funeral of Mrs. Lee Arnold. of
Mound City, who died from the re
suit of burns from a gasoline stove
explosion, was held this afternoon
at a o'clock from the residence of her
mother. Mrs. Catherine Etch, at lent
Broad street. A funeral service was
conducted at Mound City before the
body was brought to Paducah.
- -
Rubber Grip Company Incorporated.
Articles ot incorporation of the
Rubber Grip Tool Handle corispany
were filed in county court. The con-
cern is capitalized at $10,000 divided
Into shareh of $100 each. Ineorpor-
sets an exclusivily high value upon niers are L. A. lsagomarsino. Al Fore-
himself Which does not conduce to
corporation wi:1 manufacture a patentthe establishment of friendly relations%
rabh,r tool here.
Ok:ahonia City. Oct. 14.-The
a.04 iiro4tional Farmers' eteteseigteene wish,
Moreover, the Jewish young men
sure aoteeesseente eo -stare rage
extending throughoutIn a simple fashion. and. therefore.
mtllepnlI:enristhetilp States and Canada, willesually desire to marry where money
is, if not actually for money.
She is a weopper.
A party of shoe people. who are
making the country fairs exhibiting
Meda Wilhoit, a girl 14 years old and
weighing 425 pounds, passed through
Paducah today en -route from the
fairs of southern Illinois to Kennett.
Mo. The robust young woman at-
tracted a great deal ofattention while
at the station and the people with
her declare that she is the largest
child to her age In the world The
child was horn 'n Louisville and Is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Wilhott, who accompany her on the
fair circuit. Both parents are of nor-
mal size. Miss Wilhoit weighed ten
pounds at birth, an.I 99 p-ounde-at one
year old. She now measures six feel
six Inches around the waist.
Mr. George Weikel is Burned.
Mr. George Weikel the contraceer.
was burned about the face this morn-
ing ivhlie burning out a flue at the
home of Mrs. Carrie Flournoy in Ar-
cadia. Mr. Wetkel had set fire to the
soot in the flue when a gust of wind
blew the _blaze down and out of the
ash pan striking him in the face. The
burns were not serious and Mr. Wel-1
kel was able to return to work this,
afternoon, though his head will be it.
bandages for several days.
Corporal Morgan Re-inliats.
Corporal Frank Morgan, formerly
of-the Twenty-first infantry, re-in -
listed at the local recruiting office
Saturday, and will probably go to the
Fhilippine island for service there.
Corporal Morgan was discharged 'at_
Atli, Whipple, Anti., and' earee-horti
to visit his old comrade George Fief-
WTI% Whom he saw esrylre (teethe
the Spanlah-American
The Evading 8nn-lee, a week.
convene in this city October 17, for
Its annual meeting, which will extend
for five days. Three ihonaand dele-
gates are expected to be present,
Are you dressing to
please male or ft male
eyes?
Here are suits that will
be the admit ation of the
feminine proposttion
and the satisfacticn of
the masculine element.
Business suits with
the long roll lapels and
short curve front, with
the medium skirt and
short cuffs, with the long
wearing quality and the
short price.
WANT ADS t
The San still kindly rime:111,er that
'all burl. Items are to lie paid for
When Ow ad is insert.11, the rule al).
1
 
plying. to terry  • ai(hout excep-
tion.
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Tlard street.
FOR heatit.g and stovewood ring
437...F. Levin.
FOR RENT-Apartment in 603
North Sixth street. George RawleIgh.
LET NED Pullen haul your trunks
and baggage. Phone 921.
ROOMS for rent, 40te Washington
Old phone 2500.
FOR PURE apple- Vinegar 3years
old, on rots., a! . .
FOR Dk wow), old phoae
3361.
FOS:, SALE--Mare with t-months-
old mete colt, cheap. Old phone 940-r.
WANTED--Porter at Riverside
hospital. Must have good reference:.
FOR REN
407 N. Fifteenth
- FOR RENT leuttietiee for
light housekeeping. Apply 1511 Jet-
FOR RENT- Tit T u''-reorii 110tise.
Attains street Apply to 302 N.
S.eventh Phone 325
LOST-- Small -biack account book
eel bovelaceville road' or Jefferson
! treet. Return to Haytimi & Dia-
:nukes or phone 1139. D. R. Smalley.
WANTED- Competent man
woman to cook and do general house-
work. Man preferred. Apply morninr
only, 16111 Jefferson street.
FOR RENT-Y--=-Fine tarn. about 2
miles from city. Good house and ou:
buildings. Apply to 309 Broadway. T
E. Lydon.
--CLOTHES cleaned and pressed.
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tailor, 115 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
-BEAUTIFUL front room. furnished,
two unfurnished; water in one, pan.
try and porch; light housekeeping
726 Jefferson St.
FOR RENT-The house former:y
(steepled :is a barber shop on South
Seventh street, opposite court house.
Enquire next door.
-SATURDAY Sept. 21, I will open
my shooting gallery at Rehkopf's old
building. 111 South Second street, op-
posite market. Glad to see all our
'old customers. Wm. Bougeno.
CLEANING -AND PRESSING neat-
Iv done ea t .sfact uaranteee
TRY T. C. NICKELI.S' best hand Work called for and delivered. Ore
sewed, oak ruled half BOLOS III city for trial is all I ask. James Duffy, Smith
durability. Fourth and Washington. 'N
POR RENT- Nice front room. 
inth street. near d • Phone
bath, etc., with, or without board.
626 Avenue._ $1.uttu av, hi, tit lultirance,
WX-NTEI)-- To buy hounds. Apses,
 uifd case. Ceists $3 yearly. Weekly
to George Robertson, 1 itt Broad- "
ellefit 
!" ...di.' 
Liberal comtniselor.
men want. d everywhere. Mentioe
this paper. National 1.ife and Health
Association, Land Title building, Phil.
adelphia. Pa.
moles, ftDe pair horses. Call old phone: with plenty of boats, minnows and
It-a. 
FOR SALE-- Cheap. one pair of that Fall fishing season isesow open.
. . WANTED- Everybody to know
'tackle at lower 'nice. Illinois.' directly
_ WANTED Position as groeery opposite. foot of Broadway: five mm.
clerk by you-n-g7inan. Best_ ofsrefere Otta_elkik lireits river.. Full _inform's-
-nees. Mire:is E. Care Sun. ilea from captain on ferryboat: at
STORAGE. ROOM for rent. Barks- and 9 a. m.. 2 and 5 p. m.
dphaoleneBT2s6. 1C1o. Old phone 1261 r. New FOR SALE CHEAP- Desirabis
propert, on South Fourth. Three
FOR SALE-Electric theatre o-ut- houses. numbers 427, 4111 and 431.
between Clark and Adams streets.fit with gas attachments. Cheap.
Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner, Herrin,
Ili. Box 306, or Inquire at Joe Bren-
FOR SALE-Driving horse an'si ner's shoe shop. 126 1-2 Kentucky
buggy, cheap for cash and quick sale
Apply to 1640 Clay. 
avenue, for full particulars.
I. PHONE 921 for freight, mov-
ing and general hauling of all kinds
Ned Pullen.
FARM FOR SALE-. acres
gravel road., public school. J. M.
Clarke, 1309 Jefferson street.
WANTED-A second-hand' range.
State size, price and condition. Ads;
(freak% A. Y., care The Sun.
LOST - - Gold-headed umbrella.'
straight handle, about two weeks
ago. Iteware, 113 Sonth Second.
Apply to 1640 Clay.
I FOR SALE-Iron store front withplate glees doors. Apply to the Hen-
neherger House, 216 ,Solith_Third.
WE_ ARE NOW In a position to
'serve any and all kinds of sandwiches
rhile and hot tamales, Ill 1-2 South
Third.
FOR SALE-Cheap. two hay w-c-er-ii
horses and wagon. Will sell sepat-
ntele. Apply to Henry Boyd, 1005
North Ninth.
FOR SAhE - Confectionery stock
and fixtures. Good location. Will
sell cheap if sold before (Yetober 18
Address A.. care Sun.
LADIES-Our catalogue explains
how we teach hairdressing. manic-
ln. facial massage, etc.. in a few
‘s,,e1c, mailed free. kfoler College. St
PILANK. :1DS:ES-The Musielii-n and
barber, ts now with 'Avant a; mortnn.
4154 Broadway, and would he pleatied
I.' see all his old customers. For mu-
sic call old phone 991-a.
Here's the Laziest Man.
London, Oct. 14 -Some Britons
belleee- this tight little Leland holds a
record that even Anionic:. will not dist-
'tette, that of possessing the laziest
man in the world in the person of one
Chilcott.
On one retasion Chileott was heard
to say 'that he had never done a
voluntarY hour's work in his life. He
was examined by Dr. Wilson. who
diagnosed the disease which had at-
tacked him as ergophobia (fear of
work). For three months he has
been under remand at the Wands-
worth Jail, where the officials have
had great difficulty In inducing him
even to move. Ile is a big, heavy
man.
Clilicott was awakened to hear the
recorder sentence him, but as the mag
tatrate, began to read him a tech&
he dropped off to sleep before he
heeid the 'her had beaSti erittewintreit/er---- -
t we've menthe' imprisonment with
hard Wier. "
There are three men to who womee
in the Sandwich Islands.
' 1
1•11E rAntremi Tormwrsrffr'---"'r--
point on the Ohio river oppesite the
middle of Tennessee: thence down
the river to a point opposite the mid-
dle of Washesgton target; thence
with Washington street to Fourth
street; thence with Fourth street
south to Tennessee; thence dowt.
Tenneseee to the river.
South Side Court Howe. No. 1
Boundary.
That Precinct No. 4, District No. 71
South Side Court House No. 1 shall
be bounded as follows; Beginning at
the intersection of the center line of
Fourth street with the center line of
Tennessee street; thence out the ccn-
tr line of Tennessee street to ice in
lersection with the center line of
Sixth etteet; thence .dcwn the center
Hite of Sixth street to its intersection
with the center line of C:ark street;
thence it the center line of Clark
street to a point opposite the clew
beuse hall. midway thereof; thence
with the Center line of court house
hall to the center line of Sixth street
to the (erne
street; tie
et Vu terton
e or
eeeeeeeeeet-re, ,eatteeeeeei..,1 *e-eeee
When Voters Should Register.
tfollows: Beginning at the Intentec-itersection with the center line of
And the voting place shall be et teeter of Island creek; thence down
tb
YeueeY's drug store. the foatet Line of Bighth street to
Savage Boundary. its intersectIon with the center line
That Precinct No. 33, in District of George street: thence with the
No 3-Savage, shall be bounded as center line of Georg, street to its
tion of Kezeturey avenue and Thir- Fifth street; thence down the center
6 6 0413e:oe4****0*coe,D,Dt:'** 04,146e.0410 ebeeio e* teenth street; thence down the center' line of Fifth street to its intersection
of Thirteenth street to the center line. with the center line of Tennessee
Glauber's lieundary. , Washington street to the center line of Madison street; thence A ith the street; thence with the center line of
a l of Fourth street; thence up the cen
Glauber's No. lo--Beginning at' center line of Madison street to the I 
Tennessee street to its intessection
ter line of Tennessee street, the be- center line of Twelfth street; thence with the center line of Tenth street:
down the center line of Twelfth . thence up the center line of Tenth
street to the tenter line pf city limits; i street to its intersection with the cen- herein a petition, reprelenting that it
thence with the center line of Clay ,ter of Island creek; thence with the
streets to the line of city limits. center of Island creek of Its inter- 
is desirable for the best interest of
said estate to sell et private sale the
thence with the line of said city limits section with the center line of Eighth i property hereinafter described, be'
to the center line of Kentucky eve- street, the beginning. And the voting longing to the estate of bankrupt,
flue; thence with thelecenter line of place in eget! precinct shall be at,and the same having come on for
Ketucky avenue to the center line of Diegens Paint Shop. ihearhig before me, of which hearing
Thirteenth street, the beginning. And !ten days' notice was given by mail te
the voting place in said precinct shall' 
Henneberger's Boundary.
creditors of said bankrupt, now after'
be at or near Sixteenth and Monroe 
Henneberger's No. 9-Beginning
streets. '
South Side Court House No. 2
Boundary.
The Precinct No. 30, in District
ginning. And the voting place in said
precinct shall be at the south side of
Warehouse Boundary.
the county court house.
Precinct No. 11 of District No. 3.-
Warehouse is bounded by the river
be;',Yeen Weshington and Monroe
erects on the east. Fourth street and
Washington and Monroe streets.
'fancy's. Boundary.
That Precinct No. 32, District No.
2, Yancey's shall be as follows: Be-
ginning at the intersection of Ten-
neiee e street and ehe Louisville di-
v:sien of the I. C. H. R. Co. track;
thence north with the center line of
said track to the center line of Ken-
lucky avenue to the line of the cite
limits; thence south with the line of
said city limits to Meyfield road eor-
e'er to • District No. l; thence with
the center line of said road to the
renter line of Tennessee street,
thence with the center line on Tennes-
ee street to its intersection with the
I. C. R. R. Co.'s trade the beginning
The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give Protnt personal at-
tention at all times.
HARRY ANDERSON, PH ON E 915
NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indi-
cate. Purity of the
Early Times
And
Jack Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and .medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Peal Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building, Both Phones 835
t AnctiLa.liig.Z.iiia.Z.IILUV:.,.2211,:its.-11144112nbilitAllalibillallIMIIIII
YOUR FUTURE
may look brisht and prosperous-but,a "calm always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
life-for the time when you will 'need money-,there
is only one way to do it-save, and you will be sure
of the future.
Start today-a dollar will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings ac-
counts if left with us six months or longer.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
210 jraadway
IN BANKRUPTCY
In the District Court of the United
States for the Westeru Districts of
Kentucky. •
In the matter of Paducah Furnit-
ure Manufacturing company, bank-
rupt, in Bankruptey.
JohnRock, trustee of the estate
• r ,of said bankrupt, having duly filed
at Eighth and Madison; thence north due hearing, no adverse interest bay-
ou Eighth to Boyd; thence west (Wing_ appeared thereat, it is ordered
Boyd to Trimble at Twelfth street. that the said trustee be authorized to
thence with Trimble to the corporatetsell said real estate as described in
limits; thence with Clay to Twelfth the petition of said trustee, to-wit:
No. 2, shall be bounded as follows: stteet; thence with Twelfth south to I First Traet: Beginning on tThird
Beginning are the intersection of the,Madison; thence east on Madison to' ,
. 
tformerly Locust' street at the cor-
center lines of Sixth and Tenneseee ithe beginning. ' ner of the lot once owned by A. Mill-
streets; thence down the center lines
of Sixth street to the center line oil That PlitoreWciric; 
Boundary. ler and later by Wiliam Grief, being
District 
the lower corner of said Moller lot
Clark street; thence on the center No. 3-Ytogers, shall be bounded as
,
line of Clark street to a point oPPen!follow the date of Muler's deed Paducah ands: 
Beginning at the intersec- 
and which lies between what was at,
site the court house hall, mitiwaY,tion of Seventh street and Kentucky jeets y: thence running at right an-
thereof; thence with the center line avenue; thence with the center line
,of Seventh street to the center line of 
gies with Third streetand with the'
of the court house hall to the center'
line dt said Muller lot to the Ton-tine of Seventh street; thence down Madison street; thence out the cen-
the center line of Seventh street ti.. tar line of Madison street to 
theI down the river at low water
nessee river at low water mark;
t. elle
the center line of Kentucky avenue: center line of Thirteenth streetli
b e 
thence out the center line of Ken- k andabout at rightangles 
with
tusky avenue to 'the center line of teenth atreet to the center line of 
imar
the Muller lot 17(1 feet 5 inches to a
thence up the center line of Thine ,_
E!ghth etreet; thence up the center:Ktntucky avenue; thence with the '
'corner at low water mark! thence
e of Eighth street to the centercenter line of Kentucky avenue to 
the'running from the river parallel with'
ee of Tennessee street; thence with
, 
center line of Seventh street, the be-,the 
first line and exactly*176 feet and 
and running back at right angles to
low water mark of tne Tennessee
!le center line of Tennessee street to; gesning. And the voting place In 5 inches therefrom to a 
corner at a
e• center line of Sixth street, the said 
river; said tracts sixth and seventh
precinct shall he at Rogers' point 158 feet from Third 
street to 
being the same property conveyed to
:inning. And the voting place in an alley 16 feet wide that runs into 
Tennessee street; thence- with said 
the Paducah Furniture Manufactur-
eleceanicsburg. 
alley 146 feet and 5 inches; said al- 
ing Company by Julien B. Friatet and
Icy being parallel with Third street:
others by their deed dated August
That Precinct No. 31, in District North S 
('.j4ide('.j415 h, 1891, and recorded in deed
tt Douse Boundary. thence at right angles 158 feet to how_ _ 77, page 146,1n the McCracken
County 
_
e
ne. j---Berry's. shall be bounded as Beginning at the intersection ot Third street; thence with Third street eCourt Clerk's office.
All the above described property,
together with all the improvements
hence up the center line of Eighth with Wash%gton to Sixth; thence up s eyed to the Paducah eurniture Man-i
'street to the center line of Madison Sixth; to a point opposite the court ufacturing company by James W 
thereon or in any wise appertaining
i•••rtet; thence with the center line of house door; thence through the cen- Jackson and others by their deed 
except that part of said property
'Wilson street to the center 
hereinafter described, as 
follOws:, line of ter of the court house to Seventh dated April let, 1870, and recorded icorner
-seventh street, to the eenter line of street thence down Seventh to Mon- in deed book "T," page 566, in the
Munroe street; thence with the center roe to the beg'nning. McCracken County Court Clerk's of-
line of Monroe street tn its intersec- Schmidt's Precinct. flee.
lion with the corporate limits of the Shall be bounded by Tenth street Second Tract: Beginning at a point
city of Paducah; thence with said on the east; by Tennessee street on on Third street 319 feet above Ten'
corporate limits to a Point oePosiln north; by corporate limits on the 'lessee street; thence up Third street
the center line of Trimble street: west and by Island creek on the 27 feet 6 inches; thense at right an-
thence with the center line of Trim- south, glee toward the river 133 feet to an
hie street to the center line of Eighth alley; thence at right angles down
street to lb beginning. And the vot-
ing place in said precinct shall be or 
the alley 27 feet and 6 inches; thence
at right angles 133 feet to the be-
near the corner of Sixth and Trimble
streets, limits, between Trimble street and 
ginning on Third street, being the
same property convesed to the Padte 
of ground is, on the west side of said EMMET W. BAGBY,
south nide Fire Station Boundary. the river, on 
the west, and Ohio riv rRef ree-in Bankruptcy.
ah Furniture M'f'g Co. by H. A 
right of was and between said right
That precinct No. 29, District No. on the north and east and 
on the c . .
1 -South Side Fire Station, shall be south a _line. 
following Burnett' Houeer and his wife by their_ deed 
or way and Third street. Also the Notice of Sale by Trustee.'
lot of ground on the east aide of the To the creditors of said bankrupt and
bounded as follows; Beginning at street from the river to Eighth 
street .. dated March 1Sth, 1S80, and iescord-
the intersection of the center line of thence alongBoyd Twelfth 
 ed in deed book 27
page 199. Mc- richt of way fronting 250 feet on others:
Eighth street,' with the center. of street, and thence along Trimble 
Cracken County Court Clerk's office.
Island ; thence down the center etreet to the city limits. 
Third Trace: Beginning at a point
right of way, and being on the east shall, at 11 O'clock In the forenoon,
of Island creek to a point opposite Kirkpatrick Boundary. 
on Tennessee street 188% feet from
of said right of way on the south on the seventh day of November,
thence down the Oblo river to a point 2-Kirkpatrick's, shall be bounded ae
street east aboute400 feet to low wa-
e' d
the mouth thereof on the Ohio river; • That Precinct No. 5 in District No. 
an alley: thence with Tennessee by what is known as the Furnace 1907, sell at public sale, to the high-
opposite the foot of George street; I fellows: Beginning at the intersec- 
ter mark on Tennessee river; th
Property; on the east by Tennessee out bidder, III thfOrentufligescribed
river, on the north and west by said property on the premises where same
street  to Its intersection with the!i thence flown the center line of 
feet; thence west to within 188%
ence 
right of way of Nashville, Chattanoo- is located, for one-third cash and the
the
thence with the center line of George,tion of Eighth'aed Tennessee streets: 
south with the Tenneseee river 200
center line of Eighth street; nceiEighth street to the center line of 
reel on an alley; thence north 200.ga k -- S t. 
Louts railway. The proper- remainder on six and twelve months'
Ine
en the centerellne of Eighth street totiCentucky avenue; thence' west with 
feet to the beginning, and being the 
ty thus excepts.: ness same in time, on the terms expressed Its said
Its intersection with the center 0t he center line of Kentucky avenue 
same property conveyed to the Padu- 
all respects conveyed by Paducah order and decree.
n.land creek, the beginning. And to the center line of the I. C. R. H. 
cab Furniture Manufacturing corn-
Furniture Manufacturing Co. and W. Paducah, K)., October 3rd 1907,
the voting place in said precinct ehaleCo. track; thence south with the cen- Pally 
by Frank M. Fisher and his
he at the South Side Fire Station. ter line of the I. C. R. R. track, Lou- wife by their deed 
dated April 7th,
Plow Factory Boundary. Saville division, to the center line of 1903, recorded in deed 
book 71, page
That Precinct No. S. District No.4,Tennessee street; thence with the 409, in the McCracken County 
Court
-Plow Factory, sicl be bounded ailcenter line of Tennessee street to the Clerk's office.
fellows: Beginning at the intersee-:center line of Eighth street, th begin- Fourth tract: Beginning on Third
tioneof center line of Trimble streetining. And the voting place in said street at the corner of a tract of land
lannits.
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Cllaubees Stable.
WA are ready for all kinds ef hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
•*eafraessa,z,i.-7,.:,..santriosissanainigrs.ns'vff"-1120CSIMIAMMOMMINPII.
FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICAN-GRMAN NATIONAL BANK
d precinct shall be at the south
ie of the court house.
Berry's Boundary.
lows: Beginning at the intersec-
on of Eighth and Trimble streets;
store.
Butler's Precinct.
Everything south of Island creek,
lroufth and Monroe; thence with'30 feet to the beginning, being the
Fourth to Washington street; thenceisame lot of land in all respects con-
Gellman Boundary.
Precinct No. R. District No. 4-
Gallman's is bounded by the 'city
and the line ,of city limits; thence!precinct shall be at Kirkpatrick's
with the line of said city limits to a.ahap-
point opposite the center line of Burd
Chalk No. 2-Beginning at ' the
Chalk's Boundary.
nett street; thence with the center
nue of Burnett street to the cente- oot of George street and the Ohio
lin of Eighth street; thence with the I
f
r‘lver; thence down the Ohio river
center line of Eighth street to thee to the neddle of Tennessee; thence
with Tennessee street to Fifth street; 
stake; thence at right angles run-
center line of Trimble street; thence ning in a straight line to the Tennes-
with the center line of Trimble street teence w:th Fifth to George street; see river; thence at right angles and
to the line of corporate limits to the.tbence with George street to the be-
beginning. And the voting place le 'een'ng•
said precinct shall be at or near the
corner of Sixth and Trimble streete.1 U. S. OF EUROPE.
Dicey!** Boundary. -,--
That Precinct No. 3, In District No, Obi Dream Revised by Newnpapet
1-Diegel's. shall be bounded as fon Disease-ion.
'lows: Beginning at intersection of
renter line of Eighth street with the
CRYING FOR HELP.
Lots of It in Paducah, But
Growing Less.
-The kidneys cry for help.
Not an organ in the whole body so
delicately° constructed.
Not one so important to health.
The kicideys are the filters of the
blood.
When they fail the blood becomes
foul and poisonous
There can be no health where
tie re is poisoned blood.
Backache is one of the first indica-
tions of kidney trouble.
It Is the kidneys' cry
Heed it.
Dean's
wanted.
Arc just what overwork -ti kidneys
They strejsgthen and inelgo
the kidneys; help them to do their
work; never fail to cure any case Or
kidney disease.
Read the proof or a Paducah citi-
zen.
Mrs. C. A. Hill, 1612 Bradford
avenue, Paducah. Ky., says: "I be-
gan taking Doan's Kidhey Pills a few
weeks ago which I procured at Du-
Bois Son & Co.'s drug store. I took
them for general backache. I con-
sider them a very valuable rentedy so
do not hesitate to give this public en-
dorsemen
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Daily
for help.
Kidney Pills are what is
once owned by Joseph Barbour and
sold by Flournoy, Jones and Norton
to A. Muller, north corner of the
property owned by the Paducah Fur-
niture Manufacturing company;
thence up Third street 100 feet to a
running down the Tennessee river at
low water mark 100 feet; thence at
right angles and with the line of the
Johnson Foundry & Machine Com-
pany property and the line of the Pa-
ducah Furniture Manufacturing Corn-
pany and being the same
property conveyed to the Pa-
London, OcL 14.-That ancient cah Furniture Manufacturing Coul-
d-seam of the peacemakers. the forma- pany on Third street, and being the
tion of a "United States of Europe," same property conveyed to the Pa-
occupies a conspicu ducah Furnituring Company by Mar-
columns of the newspapers here in I garet Grief by her deed dated August
the form Jae a lon_g metnoranrun.1 11, 1891, and recorded in deed book
drawn by Sir Max Waschter. Dis-145. page 338, McCracken County
enssing how the countries might be Court Cloak's office.
formed into a federation analogouel Fifth tract: Beginning at a point
to the United 
‘
States, Sir Max, hose
philanthropy Is equally familiar-naI 
on a 25 foot alley 158 feet from the
corner of Third and Tennessee street,
his 
commercial activities' sassintru-ithence on a line parallel with Third
ductorily that he submitted the mem- street 2,0.0 feet; thence at right angles
oranclum to all the reigning aover-itggen feet to Second street; thence
piens of Europe and "discussed "at right angles 204) feet to Tennessee
with those who have granted me ens'
tif.ence and mita many eminent states-
men." 410.
These influential personages, he
adds, almost unanimousTy admitted
that a European federation was the
telly possible remedy for the evils he
Pointed out. He was nevertheless
forced to the conclusion that none of
street; thence on a line of Tennessee
street 188% feeet to the beginning
being the same property in all re-
spects conveyed to the Paducah Fur-
niture Manufacturing Company by
thee Bank of Louisville on the 28th
of January, 1881, and recorded in
deed book 28, page 140, in the office
the powers would initiate a confer- 01 the McCracken County Court
enee on the subject. Clerk.
Sixth Tract: Beginning at what is
Llerlown as Flournoy. Jones and Nor-
ton addition to the city or Paducah,
commencing at a stake on Third
stteet at the upper corner of a piece
Of ground sold. by Floutnoy, Jones
and Norton to A. Mueller, thence
with Third street 50 feet running up
the street; thence at right angles In
a straight line to the river; thence
with the meanders of said river to
the upper line of said Muller piece
of ground; thence with the line of
i
said Muller land to the beginning on 
Third street.
Seventh Tract: Being a certain
strip of land 10 feet wide off the
FIRE AND POLICE COMMISSIONE
Meet Tonight to Reopen the Charges
Against Discharged Policemen.
A petition signed by 200 residents
and voters of Paducah will be pre-
sented before the board of lire and
police commissioners at tonight's
regular meeting asking that William
Johnson and Casper Jones be rein-
stated on the police force. They were
dismis-ed for taking only one drinik
of liquor while on duty.
cents. Foster Milburn Co., Buffalo, 
New York, este ageuels-for Mtn 
"Your hump of destructiveness."
lentted woad the phre1111111111t: e"le large. Are northern side of what 'was rormerly
StatesRem, tuber the herne.7.4),Oano__ 'Lou a soldier?" "No,".was the reply Icalled"Barridger Mill Property,"after
and take ho . 
I inn 11 ,* `ehlurtteur7"-The. Independ- ward the Paducah Lumber Company's
other property, and what remains is called
the Furnace Property; said strip of
nand adjoins on the south 50 feet last
before mentioned and is a strip 1s)
feet wide fronting on Third street
bond or any part thereof before ma-
turity, and in that event the interest
for the unexpired termilat the bond on
the part so paid, shall be abated
Said property shall be advertised for
sale by the trustee, once a week for
at least four weeks prior to said
sale, in the Paducah Evening Sun. a
newspaper printed in the city of Pa-
ducah, Kentucky, and by notices,
either written or printed, posted in
the vicinity of said land and at three
other public places in the city of Pa-
ducah, Kentucky, for four weeks
prior to the date of sale.
The trustee shall sell said tracts
of land separately, and also as a
whole, and shall accept the bid bear-
ing the best price, he will sell said
property free from all lien thereon
ty of Paducah Furniture Manufactur- said liens to attach to the proceeds
log Co. on Third street. also corner of sale as they are thereto respect-
of property known as "Furnace Prop lye entitled and as the court may
erty," and running thence with adjudge. He shall keep an accurate
Third street in a northerly direction account of the property sold, to whom
75 feet to a stake in the line of Third it Hs sold, and the price received
street and extending thence for width therefor, which account he shall file
75 feet towards Tennessee river and with the referee on the day follow-
with line of Furnace Property to the ing said sale.
right of way of the Nashville, Ohatta- Witness my hand this the 3rd day
nooga & St. Louis railway, which lot lof October, 1907.
Tennessee river and extending from
said river to the east side of said
F. Paxton trustee to the River ',And
Company on the litith of May, 1907,
recorded in deed book 80, page 391.
together with all machinery, engines
boilers, saws, shafting, belting, tools
and appliances of every kind and de-
scription situated in the plant and
factory of said company which is lo-
cated on the above described land.
The trustee will sell said real es-
tategand the plant thereon together
nit hall the property herembefore de-
scribed at public sale, on the 7th day
of November, 1907, to the highest
bidder, for one-third cash and the
balance on a credit of six and twelve
months, at the place where said
premises are situated, and he shall
take from the purchaser a bond for
the unpaid purchase money, payable
to himscif, bearing interest at the
rate of G per cent, per annum from
date until ifeld, and the purchaser
shall have the privilege to pay said
This is to notify you, that pursuant
to the foregoing order and decree I
J04-IN RDCK.
Trustee of the estate of the Paducah
Furniture Manufacturing Co.
Bernembef That.
"It pays to work; so tread straight
ways;
To try to rise.
And, furthermore, it also pays
To advertise."
A MOST 'WORTHY ARTICLE.
When an article has been on he mar-
let for years and' gains friends every
year, it is safe to call this medicine a
worthy 'one. Such is Ballard's Hore-
hound Syrup. It positively cures
coughs and all pulmonary diseases. One
of the best known merchants in Mobile.
Ala- writes: -For five years my familyhas not been troubled with the winter
coughs. We owe this to Ballard's
Horehound Syrup. I know it has savedmy children from ninny sick spells."
Said by J. OehlsChlaeger, Lang tiros.
and C. 0. Ripley.
In the interior of Peru eggs are
currency.
,
HEATING
STOVES
Don't forget our cut price sale of
Heating Stoves is now on at our
temporary. headquarters, Fifth and
Jefferson, Tate's bld stand.
L. W. HENNEBERGER CO.
aseerporsted.)
'rho House of Quality.
Fifth and Jefferson Sts, Tale's Old Stand
Both Phones 176.
tr• 4
ea.
*
f.10'. •
10
VP
AND CURE THE LUNCS
- Cures Wonvan's Weak nesse&
We refer to that bean to wosk, nervous,
'offering women knOwn as Dr. Pierce's
vori te P resc r I ption.
lir. John tales one of the Editorial Staff
of Tur. Eel:Love MEDICAL. I1F.cit.W says
Of Unicorn root Leiden toe theta.) which
is one of the chief ingredients of the sk'as
vorite l'rescription":
"A remedy which invariably acts as a uter-
ine invigorator • • • makes for normal ac-
itivity uf the entire reproductive system.'
Ile continuos " in Ileionlas we have a medics-
meet widen niore fully answers the above
purposes than in.14 other delta with it hteli I am
uommaieted. In the treatuieut of (Lsessos pe-
culiar to women It is se:dom that a ease Is
secn which does not present sortie inda•ation
for this remedial agent." Dr. ryfe further
ears: "The following are anions the leading
tudiestious for II sheens (Unicorn most. Patn
or aching in the hack. with sIeucorrhfea
atonic (weak) condi tie-. of the in.productive
eas Ins of vmen. rner:t (inpre,,;(11 and Ir-ritability, vs•i:.ted wit chloolc ulavil,seS of
the rt•prodl .t ime firsans of aouicn; cohstantser,ation heat 'a the reeatn of,rie kid-
neys: met rrhasi in.eAllnee due to a weak-
ened con tIon of the reproductive sl stem:scnenor r ro,sed or absent monthly
g)eriod -st i ruin or accompani-ing an
aisle ( condition of the dice.tive orgtns
and f.mic (thin blood I habit; dragging
sensjjh as in the extreme lower part of the
abd0
a
.noo.
(more or lees o the a
r • , n
.r.-T • = • T.
en 0 e ii.Ns-Unicorn root, or Relonlas,
and the in•dical properties of watch it
most faithfully represents.
Of Golden Seal root, another prominent
Ingredient of •Favorite Prescriptrin,"
l'rof. Finley Ellingwood, D.. of Ben-
nett Medical College, Chicago, says:
"It is an important remedy In disorders of
HSI womb. In all catarrhal conditions • •
a*lateneral enteeLlement. It is useful."
Prof. John M. Scudder, M. 1).. late of
Cincinnati, says of Golden Seal root:
"In rt Dation to its general effects on the
eyStern. there 4, no niectiefot(is urn about which
there to such (general uruthitattu of opintiin. Li
la universally rewarded as Mit tonic useful in
alLdebilltated states."
Prof. R. liartholow, M. D.. of Jefferson
Medical College, sate of Golden Seal :
•Valuable in uterine heniorr)orEe, menor-
stasis mending) and re:ems/Ivo dyeamenor-
rhom (painful inenstruat lord."
Pi••ree's Favorite Prescription faith-
fully represents tell the abeive named in-
geed I. • tee and cures the diseases for which
they are recommended,
. .MS
trffilDieffiteiniefe••r t.gre I amt.
e Sr. erce
A Better Surprise.
"Why a secret wedding!"
"We want to. surprise our friends
by getting married."
"Can you surprise them suffi-
ciently by staying marrieds my boy."
-Houston Chronicle.
•
le APOLEON RONAPARTE
Showed, at the battle of Austerlits. beWas the greatest leader In the world.
Ballard's Snow Liniment has shownthe public it Is the best Liniment In the
world. A quick cure for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Burns, Cuts, etc. A. C. Pitts.Itodessa, sa3rs. use Ballard's
Snow Liniment in. my family and and
it Unexcelled for sore chest, headache,
corns. In fact for anything that can be
reached by a liniment." Sold by J. H.
Oehlsehlaeger, Lang Bros. and C. 0.
Ripley. _
It atm been calculated that fifty
million dollars' worth - of standing
timber is destroyed annually in the
United States.
JULIES CAESAR
Was a man of nerve, out Celanese left
its n-ark and he became aged before
his Dm,. Sickness Is often caused by
terpid liver. lierbino will regulate
your liver and give you health. Mrs.
entric Austin.tHollcm, Kan., writes: "I
consider HerhIne the best medicine I
',ter heard of. I am never eothout it."
Bold by J. H. Oehlschlacrer, Lang Bros.
and C. 0. Ripley.
KILLTHE COUCH I
WITH Dr, King's
New Discovery
nateA-OUCHS seri anrum uni ma....ewer Teal Bottle Free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
171771SANTEEDIISFACTOR
OR BIOzIEY REFUNDED.
R. L. McMurtrie
Old Phone 812.
Manufacturer of
Mattjusses
Fureiture Stored aid Packed
403 Jeffeess it.
Alt21:11,1i is, Tenn.- October
16, round trip, $5.25, For-
rest Cavalry.
Birmingham, Ala. --se Round
trip $9.35, Oct. 19th and 20th
return Oct. 27th-Account
Press Clubs.
toulsville, Ky. - Round
trip $6.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
return Qet. 19th - Account
&rand L'%dge R. A. Me.
Home Seekers' tickets to all
points in the south and south-
west, including New Orleans
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
'for the round trip, good re-
turning for thirty days
Jamestown, Va. - Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot,
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket Cake
R. M. PRATHER,
Agetit Union 
Depoteloierninimaimmansitta
IA Rock In the Baltic,
By ROBERT BARR,
u 'bor. of
-The Triumphs of Eugene Valmont.** "Teklae* "In the Midst of
Alarms.' "Speculations ef Jobs Steele." "'The Victora." Etc.
Copyright. 1908. by Robert Barr.
By Arrangement with The Authors and Newspapers Association of New York.
(Continued from last Issue.)
CHAPTER XVII.
N thls position Jack eiept off and
on, or, rather, dozed into a kind
of semistupor from which he
awoke with a start now and
then, as he thought he heard again the
miugled cries of devotion and maledic-
tion. At last be slept soundly and
awoke refreshed, but hungry. The
loaf lay beside him, and with his knife
he cut a slice from It, munching the
roar-to bread with more of relish Hem
he had thought poesIble when he first
saw it. Then he took out another cig-
arette, struck a match, looked at his
watch and lit the cigarette. It was ten
minutes past 2. Ile wondered if a
night had intervened, but thought it
unlikely. Ile had landed very early in
the morning, and now It was after-
noon. He was fearfully thirsty, but
could not bring ithutielf to drink from
that stream of death. Once more he
:Ward the bolts shot back.
"They are going to throw the poor
wretches Into the sea," he muttered.
But the yellow gleam of a lantern
showed bun it was his own door that
bad beeu unlocked.
"You are to see the governor," said
the jailer gruffly. "Come with me."
Jack sprang to the floor of his cell,
repressing a cry of delight. Nothing
the grim governor could do to hint
would make his situation any worm,
end perhaps his persuasive powers up-
on that °anent tnight result in some
amelioration of his position. In any
case there was the brief respite of the
Interview, and be would gladly have
chummed with the devil himself tat be
free a few moments-from this black
Although the outelde door of the gov
emotes room stood open. the room was
not as well illumined as It had been
before, for the sun had now gone
round to the other side of the island,
but to the prisoner's aching eyes it
seemed a chamber of refulgence. The
same lamp was burning on the table.
taviug forth an odor of bad oil, but in
addition to this two candles were
lighted, which supplemented in some
alight tneneure the efforts of the lamp.
At the end of the table lay a number
of documents under a peperweight.
arranged with the neat precision of a
methodical man. The governor bad
been warming his hands over the bra-
zier, but epa :eel when Lermontoff was
brought up standing before hint. He
lifted the paperweight, took from un-
der it the two letters which Lermon-
toff had given to the steward on the
steamer and banded them to the pigs-
(seer, who thus received them back for
the second time.
"I wish to say," remarked the gov-
ernor, with an air of bored heliffereeee
which wag evidently quite genuine,
"that if you make any further attempt
to communicate with the authorities
or with friends you will bring on your-
self punishment which will be unpleas-
ant."
"As a subject of the czar I have the
right to appeal to him." said the prince.
"The appeal you have written here."
replied the govergor, "would have
proved useless even If it had been de-
livered, The czar knows nothing of
the Trogzmondote which Is a strong-
hold entirely under the control of the
grand dukes and Of the navy. The
Trogzmondoff never gives up a pris-
oner."
"Then I am here for a lifetime?" •
"Yes," rejoined the governor, with
frigid cnimneest, "and if you give me
no trouble you will save yourself same
Inconvenience."
"Do you speak French?" asked the
prince.
"Net."
"EnglIshr
"Net."
"Italian?"
"Net."
"German?"
"Then." continued Lermontoft in Ger-
man, "I desire to say a few words to
you which I don't wish this jailer to
uneeestand. I am Prince Ivan Ler-
montoff, a personal friend of the car's,
who, after all, is master of the grand
dukes and the navy also. If you will
help to put me into communication
with him, I will guarantee that no
harm comes to you and, furthermore.
will make you a rich num."
The mitemnor slowly shook his head.
"What you ask is impossible. Riches
are nothing to me. Bribery may do
mneh in other parts of the ethpire, but
it is powerless in the Trogzmondoff.
shall die in the room adjoining this, as
my predeceseor died. I am quite as
much a prisoner in the Tromemmidoff
as is your .higbnetts. No AMA Who has
once set foot in this room either as
governor, employee or prisoner is al-
lowed to see the mainland again, and
thus the secret has been well kept.
We have had ninny prisoners of equal
rank with your highness, friends of
the czar, too, I dare say, but they nil
died on time rock and were leirial In
the Baltic."
"May n not be permitted to receive
certain supplies if I pay for them?
That Is allowed In other prisons."
The governor shook his head.
"I cnn let you bave a blanket." he
said, "and a pillow or a sheepskin if
you find It cold at first, bet my power
here is very limited. and. an I tell you,
the officers have little more conifort
than tte7. prisoners."
"Oh, I dfm't care anything' about
etfinfeteerplettonted LerInontoff. "Wb
. wetsr-esessileakasdlaffelosssalitillifiNWINIA •
- • :
I want is some scientific apparatus. I
ani a student of science. I have maim-
ing to do with pelities mind have never
been implicnted In any plot Some
one in authority has made a stupid
mistake, mut en I am here. This uds.
take I tun quite tat-tutu will be dis-
covered and reline! jest. I hold no
malice amid will say nothing of the
Meet. ence I am free. It Is no bust
netts of petite. But I do not wish to
hate the intervening time wasted. I
'should like to buy seine electrical ma-
chinery anti materials, for which I nip
willing to pay any prime that is asked."
"Du son understand eleetricityr
questioned the governer, and for the
first time his impassive face showed a
glimmer of interest.
-fee I understand electricity? Why.
for over a year I have beets chief Oise
Diann on a warship."
"Perhaps then." said the governor.
relapsing into Ruselan retain, "yen can
tell me what is wrong with our dyna-
mo here in the rock. After repeated
requisition they sent machinery for
lighting our offices and paaeages wit!'
electricity. They apparently did Oct
care to send. an electrician to the
TrogzmOndoft but forwarded instead
some books of Instruction. I have been
working at it for two eears and a had,
but I am still using oil lamps and
muffles. We wired the place withent
Iffliculty." Ile held up the candies and
showed, depending from the celline, a
ehandeller of electric lamps which
Lermontoff had not hitherto milked,
various braekeLe aod one or two stand
lamps in a corner, with green silk coy-
?red wire attached.
(To be continued In next hone.)
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POIS01.11
DT.I.o Pats, Cu-
fireless
Many people ...;:ir..r front Blood
Poison and don't know it. Read
symptoms. Easily cured by II. IL B.
If you have aches and pains in the
bones, back or Joints, lt,-hing, Scabby
skin, blood feels hot or thin; Swollen
Glands, Risings and Bumps On the akin
Sore Throat or Mouth. falling hair.
Pimples or offensive eruptiolie. Cancer-
ous Sores, Lumps or Sot.. , on Lips, Face
or any part or ti., 1,..., , Take Botanicmamba *alai, (11. la. It.) Guaranteed to
cure even the worst -tIe I most deep-
seated cases. B. I. it ,ft i,,, „ii poi.
sonous matter from 1.1, syst. ni and
sends a flood of in.!, el. I, 1,10011 direct
to the skin surfat,. in C.is way Aches
and Pains are stopped, .,11 Eruptions,
Sores, l'imples, I-% i :: ..i, . l' and everyevidence of Blood Poison :tr.. quickly
hcaled and cured, , on.ph tely changing
the entire body it'. t , lean. healthy
condition. Thousand, of the worst caeca
cured by B. B. it.. ai'Ler .111 other treat-
ment failed.
CURES ITCHING ECZEMA.
Wtvtery blisters, "pin. itching sores
of all kind, all Ica% e after treatment
with B. B. B., because these troubles are
caused by blood poishit, while B. B. B.
kills the poison, makes the W000 pure
and rich, heals the ;sorus and stops the
BOTANIC BLOOD ll SEM. (B. S. S.) I
itching.
is pleasant and safe to take; composed
of pure Botanic inicrntli,nts. SAMPLE
Se:NT FREE by writirig mood Bann c.o...
l
Atlanta. Ga. 1301.10 It't I Ott t.018 IS. or
sent by express. At It PER LARGE
BOTTLE, With due. t 10119 for home
cure.
Sold in -Paducah, Ky, , by It. W.
Walker & Ho, W J 0D1bert, Lang
Bros., Alvt•y a. IA •
Ills Dear Old Mother.
"My dear old mother, who is now
83 years old, thrives on Electric Bit-
ters," writes W. B. Brunson, of Dub-
lin, Ga. "She has taken them for
about two years and enjoys an excel-
lent appetite, feels strong and sleeps
well." That's the way Electric Bit-
ters affect the aged, and the same hap-
py results follow in all cases of fe-
male weakness and general debility.
Weak, puny children too, are greatly
strengthened by them. Guaranteed
also ,for stomach, liver and kidney
troubles, by all druggists. 50c.
An Impreselon.
-Ah, I have an impression!" ex-
claimed Dr. MeCosh, late president of
the Princeton college, to the mental
philosophy class. "Now, young gen-
tlemen," continued the doctor, as he
touched his head with hits forefinger
"can you tell me what an Impression
Is?"
No answer,
"What-no one knows? No one
can tell me what an impression is?"
exclaimed the doctor, looking up and
down the CIASS.
"I know." said Mr. Arthur. "An
impression Di a dent in a soft place."
"Young gentlemen." said the doc-
tor, removing his hand from his fore-
head and growing red en the face
"you are excused for the day,"-Ex--
change.
LEST WE
Forget-Baby is restless, can't sleepat night,- won't eat, cries spasmodi-cally. A bottle of White's; Cream Ver-
miruge never fails to cure. So many
Drocts when the baby Is pale and fret-
ful, the mother does not know what
to do. A bottle of this medicine would
bring color to his cheeks and laughter
to lust ey, s. (The it a trial. Sold by
J. II. Oehlsehlaegcr, Lang Bros. and C.
0. Ripley.
The duck is the most intelligent
barnyard fowl.
For the
CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol
We take pleasure in announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any of its
offensive odor, Next time try
It In your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater: it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles It,
Both Phones 756.
150 }i pt. and bottle; Sc rebate
for bottle.
26c 1 pt. and bottle: 10C rebate
for bottle.
350 2 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.
, 5.11. WINSTEAD
Prost Service as Weaken Orders.
Seventh and Broadway.:
MEDICINE MEN
KENTUCKY A.sstiCIATION's
T1*-THIRD CONVENTION.
About Fifteen Hundred Physicians
Expected-ses•Ion, ;won on
Tuesday.
Louisville, Oct. 14.-Between 1,-
60 and 1,500 Kentucky physicians
will be in Louisville on October 15,
16 and 17 to attend the fifty-third an-
nual convention of the Kentucky Med
teal associatron, which foe three days
will hold sessions at the Galt House.
The physicians will convene on the
morning of October 15, when Mayor
Bingham will make an address of
welcome on behalf of the city. The
morning and afternoon sessions will
be devoted to the discussion of pa-
pers. That night addresses will be
delivered by Dr. George H. Simmons,
Cl Chicago, editor of the Journal of
the American Mc dical association.
and Dr. J. B. Marvin, of Louisville.
Dr. Simmons will ;peak on the "Allier
lean Medical Association,,' while Dr.
Marvin will deliver an ad tress qn the
"Opsonic Index," illustrated by magic
lantern pictures.
The "Demonic Index" is the latest
discovery in medicine. It treats of
the resisting power that a person has
against disease. It was discovered
recently that under treatment a per-
son May be constantly assosiated with
another person who is afflicted with
a contagious disease and yet‘ escape
Illness. This is considered by phy-
sicians as one of the most astonish-
ing and important things accomplish-
ed in medicine in recent years.
On the morning of October 16-t1se
'lives of the delegates and who ac-
companied them to the convention
will be taken on automobile rides
through the city and "Mown the
sights." That night the visitors will
be guests at a banquet and reception
at the Galt House given by the Jeffer-
son County Medical society. The fol-
lowing day, the closing day of the
convention, the elfieers to serve dur-
ing the ensuing year will be electd.
Hard Times In Kansas.
The old days of grasshoppers and
drouth are almost forgptten in the
prosperous Kansas of today: although
a citizen of Codell, Earl Shamburg.i
has not yet forgotten a hard time he
encountered. He says: "I was worn-
out and discouraged by coughing
night and day, and could find no re-,
lief CU I treed Dr. King's New Dis-
covery. it took leas than one bottle'
to completely cure me." The safest.
and most reliable -cough and cold
remedy and lung and throat healer,
ever discovered. Guaranteed by alIt
druggists. 50c and $1.00. Treal bottle
free.
Balloonists in Trials.
St. Louis, Oct. 14.-Members of
the teams to compete in the interna-
tional-balloon races here beginning'
,October 21, arrived today. Both the
iAmeriran teams came and the Eng-
lish team, composed of dritlith
Brewer, who will pilot "Lotus II" and
his companion. Hon. Claude !trade-
zon. J. C. McCpy and Capt. C. Def-
chandler, who will use the balloon
"America." will make trial ascen-
sions this week, the rat one tomorrow.
A Criminal Attack
on an inoffensive citizen is frequent-
ly made in that apparently useless
little tube called the "appendix." It's
generally the result of protracted
constipation, following liver torpor.
Dr. King's Near Life Plus regulate the
liver, prevent appendicitis, and es-
tablish regular habits of the bowels.
95c.
Prompt Ammer*.
Judge-Nebel brought you he-re?
Prisoner--Two policemen.
, Drunk,' suppose?"
"Yes; both V theru.:" -Ale Editor,
- •
SMALL SUSPENDED
AND NAME HISSED
Commercial Telegraphers Nate
to Continue Strike
St. Louis, Deliver, Salt Lake, Frisco.
Chicago and New York Vote to
Go On.
CHICAGO'S ACTION DRASTIC.
New York, Oct. 14.-New York lo-
cal of the Commercial Telegraphers'
Union voted unanimously to continue
the strike against the Western Union
and Postal Telegtaph companies.
The meeting was tharacterized by
bitter ex7:hanges between President
Small and othr speakers. The latter
charged the national leader with in-
consistency in first claiming that the
strike would be successfully financed
and yesterday admitting that the gen-
eral assembly wog without funds and
with having condueted the fight in a
half-hearted, dilatory way. Small
tried to explain his position, but was
frequently interrupted by hisses.
When he suddenly left the hall in the
odds of the speech making ceies of
"'assign" followed him Last night
Small Issued a statement in which it,
said he was willing to continue tb.
strike if the men insisted.
tU Demonstration.
Chicago, Oct. 14.-National Presi-
dent Small, of the Commercial Tele-
graphers' Union, and his suggestion
thlat a vote be taken on the question
of calling off the strike, were repu-
diated by the members of Chicago lo-
cal union. A resolution that the
strike be continued was unanimously
adopted. The tnotion was followed
by a demonstration of strength by the
striking operators before the offices
of the telseraph companies. The men
marched in double file in the streets
shouting "a T-I-C-K," and otherwise
nianifesting their intentions to con-
tinuo the struggle.
Veted to Steck.
Salt Lake City. Oct. 11.-At a meet
ing here of less than half of its mem-
bership the local telegraphers' union
voted to continue the strike.
Till Demands Are Granted.
Denver. Oct. 14.-The local union
of telegraphers here adopted a reso-
lution declaring unanimously in favor
of continuing the strike until all de-
mands are grwnted.
Vote to Continue Strike,
San Francisco, Oct. 14.-The local
telegraphers' union voted to continue
thu strike.
Don't Want to Give Up.
St. Louts, Oct. 14.-Memhers of
the local Commercial Telegraphers'
Union voted to remain mit on strike
Small Suspended.
Cideago, Oct. 14.--At a meeting of
the National Telegraphers' Union
President S. J. emitk was suspended
The following message was rent
President Small by the t xeeutive com-
mittee:
"Under article le, section 7, of
the constitution of the Commercial
Telegraphers' Union of America, you
are hereby suspended from the °MCP
of president, to take effect immediat
ly.
(Signed)
"S. J. KOENENKAMP.
Acting Chairman.
"M. J. REIDY,
"M. B. SULLIVAN" -
Out of Sight.
"Out of sight, out of mind," is an
old saying which appl:es with special
I force to a sore, burn or wound that's
been treated with Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. It's out of sight, out of mind
and out of existence. Piles too ane
chilblains disappear under its healing
influence. Guaranteed by all druggists
2ec.
$2.70
Worth of the famous
Santol
Preparations
for
$1.00
Now on sale at
Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77,
.Agent for original Allegretti
Candies
WO's.
H Tears' Success Indorsed by Business Mtn. o,poraicd. 31100.000.0  CattiJ
29 Collrgcs in lb States. Jas. F. Draagtor, tree
Safe if Reliable
PRACTICAL BUSINESS
E own as the Up-to-Dale liasinms 
POSITIONS .STICUIIID or ItiONI:Y REFUNDED 
liaggt
lbst
FREE MAIL lits-.,11‘g. n a •I•t,1 to FIVE persons in each county , doioA COCESE llook•IllreS English. or 111uPtratlIU: 11• 1 ! 1 .
ha ad, Pen- att,Jul a business cullege, who will at
Teletirat.hiv, Letter•ILIP anal send this notice onentIontoc •
Writlikt, Law, ituchaniwl Drawing. Mao papery to Draugnenes nractIcal Bus. Cele e
PADUCAH, 311 BROADWAY;
or Evansville. Memphis or St. Louis.
FREE
SIX SUFFOCATED 
(1 1,11_1: lat 41,1r,ti1 ec:raet I y.- aisti f
soc
ace:1,1.1i
. t.t!het.ng at the home in celebration
te the appemehing nuptials. The
e•t!..I he it it;. at 12 o'clock and
F.I.THISIt AND FIVE DAUGHTERS !! 1. hiiii retired the fire
LOSE LIVISsi IN selolele. se . di-setae-1 Tiie origin is be-
t ,• eat.- n clue to a defective
ifeatl of Family Attempt% to Itescue 1.1 
working on IIChild: en and Ile Dies With • .if \I. "Nlay I 'askThem.
ar-• de re?" inquired the
"ere re a ,orry figure,- sail
,.%1Ing at hen.-- Chi-
Gloversvele, N. Y.. fee I
menthere of time femie if Seelin•
ler Ink, a glove tulle a the fttilf•r as
fit da ght era., Wort. leiff •eatel b
SIII,ke when !heir home was ti,
stroye-1 bye fire early Sunday.
The father 10:1,1 hi :qv trying le,
sttve his ceildren follow:fig the de e,
et Vi of the none the mothers!
who with two small sees mate- !s
Tla oldest tieultemer ,skeal'O
. HENRY MA MEN,
REMOVED TO THIRD AN
KENTUCKY.
look 'Radius,. Rank Work, Legal
and Library Work a ipectalty.
  NEW STATE HOTEL
Watch the
Label
Riifireai iv;
This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-
tee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.
After t h e Children
Start Back to School
Look out for Ilic teeiree
with vermin in their heads.
Children cen't avoid it. They
are compelled to daily ser•me Ill
contact with Mete infected. awl
vermin spread with alarming
rapidity.
Anyone IS liable at any time
when traveling or in any strange
place to become infected, and
the only safe way to be is to
have on hand, ready for any
emergency, stone
REXALL LARKSPUR LOTION
It is the cleanest, most conven-
ient, practical and effective
remedy for destroying head lice
and vermin about the body. It
is a Clean, clear liquid-nothing
greasy or oily about it and has
none of the obje.tionable fea-
tures of the ointments usually
used. A good sized bottle, suffi-
cient fer family use, hells for 23e.
McPHERSON'S
The Restall Store.
METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. 4. Bailey. Prop.
; fewest and best hotel in the city,
Kates S2.00. Two rg• sample
looms. Bath menu, Electric Light&
the only centrally located Rae! hi
the city,
cOMMERCIAL PATRONAOR 80-
LICrTNID.
sT. LoUlis & TEN NEsSEE RIVER
PACKET coMPANY.
f(ucotrorated.)
FOR TI's,11:ssEE RIVER,
CL1DE
Leaves Paducah for Tennossta• Hit. •
Every \Vtaltiosday at I p.
.1. W. WRIGHT Master
EUGENE RollINSON Clerk
Th:s company is not responsible
• :. into, 0 charges unless collected
.. the ce rk of the boat.
Sp•-teal excursion rates from Padu-
1
 , ah to Waterloo'. Fare for the round
i trip $5.00. Leaves Paducah every
W' dnesday at 4 p. m.
MEE. .1 C.4 If- AND
e.‘11:1 LINE.
(Incorporated.)
!EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
. (Daily Eseept Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopene leave Pa•lueah for Evans-
vi:le and way landings at 11 a. m.
THE PITEANIER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. ne sharp, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion' rates
•w in cffm t from Paducah to Cairo
ead ret lma. with or without meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. FOU'or. General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fewier, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office,
F'.ct end P. e, w y
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky.
THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO
TRANSFER MONEY
I. BY
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
INCORPORATED
We have several good chit log horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
INCORPORATED
IRV, And !fording Sirs. feud Street sell bete* Anew.
Foreman Bios.,Novelty Co. 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed;
Complete machine shop;
132-124 l. Fourth St. Phorms 787
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INTO PORT
'E %NW STEAMSHIP MARIPOSA
IS TOWED RV TUGS.
'Adrift Without Fuel otr Monterey
She Was H4411414115% la Pacific-
Slw Used Coal Oil.
bullet red into the right side of kis,
head. The board of inquiry detailed
b% Superintendent Badger, of the
Ha' al '44 lid4'111) 5 hat' prepared a report!
which will be submitted to the navy
MAD JEALOUSY
department. From best information CAUSED VETERAN TO KILL' HI‘I.
obtained Sutton shot himself while 
SELF AND WIFE.
returning from a dance at 1:30
o'clock this morning.
Saturday Golf Results.
Following are the results of Satur-
day afternoon's golf contest at Wal-
lace park links: Sweetzer beat Grass.
ham b; default: Sweetzer beat C. F.
,
Rieke five up and four to play;
San Francisco. Oct. 14.- The Wheeler beat Malone two up: Bur- Piked)le, Ky., Oct. 14-Gem-
Oceanic Steamship company's steamer nett beat Foss three up and two to Webb oyes, a civil war veteran a,a,
Mariposa which was ndritt without : play; I•tterback beat Hughes by -de- a brilliant record, is believed to ha,.'
fuel at-veutv miles off Monterey. was !fault: Wheeler heat Burnett one up in wondered his young bride of two
towed into port Sunday afternoon he' ten holes. a splendid game weeks and !Dimwit at their splenditi
the tugs Dauntless and Reif.. mansion in Faiteview, a suburb of
deem to her :Taw the 3eL.c , Pikesville.
twenty bevel] pasengers 
, STABBED TO DEATH Just before daylight a shot rangseveral women and chola out in the handsome Sack home, andWard. a few morneaut later another was
Last Thursday night the- ' heard. Neighbors rushed to the
exhausted her supply of co: sane, and were greeted by a 
to Int Ml I VI) 111- ALEX
horn-
Friday First Officer W. B, wataen ,MAvill tying sight. In the yard lay General
itvolunteered to try to rea vv 'bit III 1 1 15 ER. ch the coast I Syck. The entire top of his head
in a small boat for the puritose of I had been blown away. A short search
securing aid and a tow. Watson, a' Inside the house revealed the other
companted by Seamen J. Wy berg F a 
m r figure in the tragedy. Stretched outI tul•it Font Joe Fouler Arrest.Brewer. E. Jt-ded and J. Ostofi-edt em- fate down, on the bed end clothedoal et. charto• et allude, satur-barked in the ship's wreaking boat ' 
stagy ‘ight • 
only in her night robe, as was her hits
riggtd as a yawl. Provisions to last band, lay the still warm body of Mrs.
a week were placed in the boat. They i i.;e1E. blood oozing from a terrible
headed for Monterey bay and totileq11 wound in the back of har head anti
straight for that haven driven along Mande Pearl, alias Gertrudto pen. another in her forehead. where a
to a flash west wind until ;hey were! nclton, colored. was stabbed Saturday bullet had ;mewed out after tearing 1;s
about 15 tidies off the shore. At 2 I' night at Second and' Washington way entirely through. The position
o'llock the veinal died out lei the sail-I atteete by Alex Wade. a roustabout ott of the body indicated that Mrs. Syck
oit, rowed to Monterey trove when,'.' tie steamer Joe Fowler. and she died had been killed without a struggle.
'word of the steamer's 'digit' ass sent . in the patrol wagon while 'wing taken :She was formerly Mrs. Jane Burris
to this city. Tugs were 41 ,)11)1,) sell) to Dr. J. D. Robertson's office. Two'conuected with some of the most
mit yesterday afternoon the Daunt- hour, after the killing the alleged prominent families in northeastern
le!-i4 ems later joined lo% :he Renee tuurtiet er was captured. ilicutucky.
a ho assisted in toe ing the Mari puha ' Wade missed a trip on the Fowlert The caulc of the tragedy is notInto port, and was in town Saturday night. He known, but the shooting is supposed
was jealous or the woman. with whom to have followed a blue: quarrel of
TOOK FIVE GANIF:s. he had lived since bringing her from the previous day and renewed in the
the south. He charged her alit as- night.i
st. Louis Nationals Will 113.1,411y of hociattng with other men atod shell General Syck and his bride had
Post seamat seriee., charged him with missing a trip ou just returned from their honeymoon
the boat for the purpose of ut e- iing trip through the so th. He was
another woman. Hot word- followedSt. Louts, Oct 14. -In ;he last brother of George Syek, of Pikeve
game f the post season „deg be_ and Wade pulled a pocket knife and one of Pike county's sucaessful tel
tween the two local big leagie teams Plunged it into her heart. Th" itiol- nese men and prominent politicial.
the Nationals won to the time of 3 to bing occurred about 6 o'clock and at The murdered woman was General
I. This is the fifth sham v for the ' s o'clock Wade was arrested " "yr''' . Syck•s third wife. Ms first a I'.
_NatI011als. Iker'a saloon at Ninth and Washing- teed two years ago,
ton streets. The woman woe about 
and his neve.
- The. St. Louis chanipier-hip was 'wife divorced him abet', one yl'Ill
decided for the Nationals ‘t ster,13) ..=2) years old and her home is said •co ago.
When they *on from th camericans. be in Owensboro. She had :wen here i It is thought that General Syck's
The score-- lonly a short tim. e Wade atIm cl PtiI - mind became unbalanced, due to his
The score- B H E, stabbing the woman. but sail nothing ..-quarrel with his bride. as he was
Americans  1 5 a 'as to the cause. • ' t known to have been desperately in
Nationals I 9 I I The case against Wade I barging ? love with her and insanely jealous.
Batteries-G ad.-and Stephens; murder, was called in polite court ,He was one of the richest men in the
McGlynn and Noonan. . this morning but continue o until at- 'county.
General Webb Sycla Mad 4. g Wife
Found Dead at Their Mansion
Near Pikeville.
(Cr the inquest. This alit-boon at
Aisapolbt Natal Student suicides. the city hall. Coroner Friel( Eateer
Annapolis, •Nid Ott. - Second is holding the inquest.
Lieutenant James N. Sutton. Jr.,
United States marine corps, is dead at AOTERSl
the naval at-attest% marine barracke. Next TUe**1111V is the leaf day to
his death resulting from a 32-caliber register.
OCTOBER 15
All Day the Local Camp
will entertain their friends
of Panducah and vicinity
BARBECUE AND SPEAKINfi
Numbers of distinguished
visitors, including SOY.
COM. J. C. ROOT, Hon.
Morris Shephard, M. C., of
Texas; Soy. Banker and
Manager Patterson, of Ten-
nessee, Vill syeak.
Horse Races
in the afternoon; good,
clean contests between fast
local horses.
A SOCIAL EVENT
will be the ball given to the wives
and daughters and friends of the
sovereigns at night at
WALLACE PARK
4411111411Witimiiiiidath.e ; •
RIVER NEWS
!liver Stages.
i Cairo .... 16.1
Chattanooga 
Cincinnati 
! Evansville 
Florence 
0.0 .td
2.9 OM atd
l6 .J 1.2 fall
1.2 rise
1.3 to.0 st•d
Johnsonville  ;1.3 0.41 mat
1.ouisville  7./4 1.3 rise
Mt. Carmel  3.4 0.4 fall
Nashville  9.4 0.5 fall
Pit tabu rg 3.1 1.7 rise
St. Louis  1a.7 0.4 fell
Mt. Vernon  7 4'.2 rise
Paducah  6.a 0.2 fall
Steely though steadily the river
tontinues to fall and this morning the
water on taw government gauge had
dropped to 6.s. which is the lowest
point of the season. Steamers find
alflieelty in passing the Wickets and
1.:
Unusual
for Young
, Clothes
Men
Ai* -
_... ,,
JI Ai ,
. •
. .
The "Newport" sack suit will be one of
the foremost models for young men this 4 .•
,fall. It will not be found in any other
clothes shop in this city, as we are sole
I
,P4'
'
distributers of Roxboro clothes. It is a
a three-button sack, with broad shoulders,
long lapels, slash pockets--not freakish
but entirely new
$18t.
and unusual
$30 
.
..,
II--
,T.
,
,
\ 41....
YOUNG NIP N'S •
ROX -i0R0 OVERCOATS $ I, 8 to $35 4isa
We are also showing a handsome line of
Youth's fine Suits and Overcoats, 15 to
in Velours,
I
20 years, college models of
Cheviots, C tssimeres and Fancy Wor-
steds, hand tailored throughout, overcoats
‘
,,
in plain box, semi-form-fitting and long ,
Frat models---an excellent assortment at I.'
prices ranging from
.-
$1 0 to $20
.,
Smart hats jor _young men :
A' ea) browns in neckwear
New brown '/o-,es
, „ ..
c.......0. t•••
14
lilt 
mf...taiS eon laVS "11111"S
t3ap AND BROADWAY
•. w c enrol
Cenew Is
C LOT HES ESTABLISHED 1868 cLarscs
.
-• .
.
•I:
HERE'S A KICK
COI•NTV IloADs DON'T C0a1PARE
WITH C•OURT HOUSE YARD.
Squandering Nieney in TM% II by Plant.
lug Flowers le What Onto Vis-
itor Sart.
Lars in the rivers and a large number
Are waiting 
Residents in certain portions of the
titidr turn at the docks county think that the county is west-:one ways. where they will be repair-
dig money away in city improvements
oal during the poor boating stage. instead of seendiag It on county
Loaded to the guards elth freight roads, and a 144 tition is being eircu-; nd with a good passenger list, the
laud denouncing the improvement ofDumber got out et 8 o'clock this.the court house yard as a waste ofmorning for Cairo. She will return'm .i oncy. This morning a farmer had°night. 
'a heart to heart talk with County
The .loe Fowler will be the Evans-
'Judge R. T. Lightfoot, and set forthlile packet today, and the flutlorff his views on the matter.%%ill be in that trade tomorrow.
"We want good roads -bettelThe Clyde is due tonight from the 
roads than we have got, and do notrenneFfee river
favor spending money on flowers andThe Chancy: Lamb got out for the
rive last night. ('apt patent sidewalks at the court house
here in town," he declared, "and weJohn Watts and Boy-ce Merryman
o ere in the pilot house, iwant you to spend more on countyo 
roads."The Reaper is in front Caseyville -
'41th a tow of coal. I Judge Liglii foot explained that he
The Royal made her regular trip,was not peraonally responsible for
irom Golconda today. . ithe improvement of the court house
The repairs and improvements on )ard, but that the fiscal court was. In
thy. Melt Fowler are being rushed answer to. "how do the county roads
with all possible rapiditY. and the compare with the court house yardis?"
swift steamer will be ready for her put by his visitor. Judge Lightfoot
usual trade in a few weeks. The boat explaintel that he could not make a
'-sill be hauled out on the ways as comparison, but would willingly
soon HS her turn comes. !Place the matter before fiscal court
The Pasoela has been repaired and and if the board ordered it, would see
let off the marine ways. 'that newer, were planted along the
The Inverneas has gone to the Ten. county roads.
,cessee river for ties. I "It is a feet, that 'tome one has
i The boats of the Eagle Packet vont- been stirring up residents in rural
!pany are expected in front the Illinois districts against our fixing up the
river this week to go into einter court house aarda• evploined Judge
quarters at the Ducks' Test. Lightfoot. work hro been done
The JOhn A. Wood passed up yes- several years, and we can not explain
1)•rday for Louisville wita a tow of to some disgruntled ferment the ne-
empty coal barges. cessity of beautifying the yards." As
Doctors Meet ...... mow. 
to county roads, he states, "It Is neat-
tha 
The McCracken Mettle! sociela in3;onino 
impossible inol t bt ngsn convinceu
an somedered. not-
will meet tomorrow night with Dr ietthstanding figeres that show work
Vernon Blythe, who will lead the to have been done for half price, a
meeting with a paper on "Differential
Diagnnsis of Concussion and Com- 
saving of fifty per cent to farmers."
preesion of the [train; Treatment and Geronomie Tik With Spirits.Lesults," The regular weekly meet- T..
ne
toting and helpful with an increased
ulsa, I, T., Oct. 14.--Geroninto
Ingo Of the society are proving ieltor• the famous Apache, a prisoner of war
attendance at each meeting. 
aceonteanied by his eighth wife and
I
llie daughter, passed through Tulsa
'vosterday en route to Collinsville,
- where he Is to he the guest -of honor
Nevi Tuerallty tel t\ last day to wow. The old warrior .lookfd tired
iii the last Indien war dance and pow-.
tegister„
said it was trouble on his mind that
made him appear weary.
Discussing the subject of his visit
and the probable effect it might have
Gerontruo said:
"The celebration at Collinevillele
religious rite, and not a blood thirsty
affair. I will diectiss matters of vital
concern affecting the Nil bloods in
the new state and their spiritual wel-
fare. The spirit father in the clouds
liar sent a message to all Indians and
I will deliver it to them while the
dance goes on.'
MAI
FISH FIGHTS
ItE1..A1
N0114
PEANUT COMPANY
CASE INVOLVES AMERICAN-GER-
MAN HANK,
Suit Filed in Federal Court Agehast
Rank By Philatholphin Con-
cern.
Rosser P. Birdtiong. (10:n1f:business
under the name of Birdsong a Com-
pany, of Philadelphia, against the
American-German Natiotial oank, is
MEETING OF ILLI• the style of a suit filed in federal
VENTRAL, _ court here this morning by AttorneysHr. -
Eaton a Boyd. The suit is to collect
$2,641.
The petition alleges that the plain-
Will lienjein Voting of Stocks Held by
Harriman's 1 -11111f1 Pacific for
(Myers.
Chicago. Oct. 11.-It is possible
that the struggle for control of the
Illinois Central railroad between
Stuyveitarat Frith and IC. H. Harriman
may be taken Into the courts. Today
the attorneys of Mr. Fish were en-
gaged in preparation of a petition
asking the courts to enjoin any per-
son or corporation from voting any
stock in the annual meeting to be
held Wednesday next, which may be
shown to be owned or controlled by
the Union Pacific raihened. The action,
ti is said, will be brought under the
Illinoie -Statute which prohibits one
corporation from owning stock In an-
others. The attorneys for Mr. Harri-
man have already declared in view
of the possible proceeding along this
line-lhat the Illinois Central by rea-
son of its special charter would be
exempt from the operation of this
law, even if It were not a fact that
railroad corporations are by implica-
tion exempt from its operation. It is
understood that it is the Intention of
Mr. Fish to obtain a temporary in-
junction by which the annual meeting
will be delayed until the court can
pass upon the question involved.
Wagon and Car Collide.
A street car anti Home Laundry
company delivery wagon collided at
Third street and Broadway thin morn-
ing at 10 o'clock. Driver Ed Watte
fatted to hear the warning gong and
Started across the tracks. The motor-
man stopped jest as the car hit the
%awn shafts and tot -damage, was
4,.._-#tinti Worn, but twat* hie IWteorpreter tissue.
•
1
4 5
tiff bought two car loads 01 ao „ ,•s
from the Southern Peanut company
and that the first car load shipped
W5 it paid for before it was discovereol
that some of the goods was inferior
to contract grades. The second car
load was attached by Birdsong. and
in order to secure payment of the
draft and release the peanuts from
attachment the bank agreed to stand
good any loss Birdsong might suffer.
Peanuts to the amount of $2.611
were shipped back as inferlor and the
peanut company is alleged to have
refused to make good. The Phila-
delphia firm :a now seeking to recover
Its :oss from the bank.
Wearied.
" "At least, the audience didn't hiss,"
remarked the adaywright. after the
unatteceeefut dent night.
"No," replied the manager. bad'
"they were too sleepy."-Octoboor I
pincott's.
I)
1
 Hosiery Mill Help Wanted
Owing to the fact that we are installing a large additional
amount of new machinery, we have several good jobs to offer
experienced transfer knitters on children's hose and half hose.
Also loopers on both coarse and fine work.
We pay the highest wages of any knitting will in the south,
and many of our hands earn from $10Ao $l2 per week. This
mill is modern in every respect. 'or further information ad-
dress Henry Sprang, manager of the Topsy Hosiery Mills,
Columbus, Ga. We will not advance transportation.
•
W. F. Paxton,
President.
It !Indy, l'itryear,
Cashier. . Assistant Paritif r.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
facoreor•t•d
Capital 
Surplus
Stockholders liability 
$100,000
50,000
100,000
Total 'security to depositors itzsomoo
Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and
courteous treat mcnt.
accord to all the same
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO S O'CIAJOK.,
Third and Broadwaw,
IV
